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by Ivan E. Sutherland
Sutherland, Sproull and Associates, Inc.

SSA *2054
20 Septeniber 1983

-- The objective of this investigation was to evaluate a 1600-pound, six-legged,
gasoline- powered, self-contained, man-carrying, hydraulically-actuated, walking ma-
chine built by Sutherland, Sproull and Associates. We were interested in the task
of programming the control computer, the problems of operator control, and the
performance of the vehicle.

The walking machine presents two technical problems. The first is how best
to permit the operator to control it. A control stick and two foot pedals provide
operator inputs, and we connected them in various ways to give the driver control
of the machine's path, direction, and speed. In addition, we experimented with
different algorithms to select the particular uses of particular legs.

The second technical problem posed by the walking machine comes about be-
cause of the topology of the hydraulic circuits that actuate it. Rather than using
a separate servomechanism for each joint, the hydraulic circuits of this machine
permit actuators from several of its joints to be made a part of a single hydraulic
circuit. Parallel connections of actuators permit leg to share load equally; series
connections force them to move synchronously. By setting valves to establish series
and parallel hydraulic circuits, the control computer can obtain coordinated joint
motions without further direct action. We learned a great deal about the strengths
and weaknesses of this approach to leg coordination. -. ---

Our general methodology was direct experimentation. The machine was used
for experiments with walking from October 1982 until August 1983. We operated
the machine in a parking lot adjacent to the laboratory that housed it. Three
operators became reasonably adept at controlling it. We made two video tapes
of its operation and had numerous demonstrations for government, industry, and
academic visitors.

This report presents the technical results of this work. In order to avoid duplica-
tion of material already published, this report presumes its reader to be familiar with
the material covered in the book, A Walking Robot, which describes the machine.
This book is published by The .Marcian Chronicles, P.O. Box 10209, Pittsburgh, PA
15232. Detailed material about the control programming is included in the body
of this report. As an appendix. we have included a paper called "Footprints in the
Asphalt," wiich is soon to be published in The International Journal of Robotics
Research by The MIT Press. This paper is the best simple summary of the research
project.
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The central finding of our work is that because inertia, and thus balance, play
a very important role in a large machine, six is the wrong number of legs to use.
Insects have six kgs, apparently so that they need never balance, but insects are so
small that inertial forces can be ignored relative to gravity, windage, and traction
forces. Moreover, there is some evidence from their ability to walk on walls and
ceilings that insect feet grip the surface to provide extraordinary traction. The
common wisdom that by using six legs one can avoid the need to balance is simply
wrong in a machine of the size and speed we have built. Inertial forces when starting
and stopping have often caused the machine to tip and bump its underside on the
pavement.

A becond finding of our work is that the parallel connection of actuators used
in the machine works very well. With a parallel connection, load forces are shared
equally, making two or more legs act together as if they were a single leg centrally
located. We have come to call this notion the "virtual leg" concept. It appears to
us that virtual legs could be used to provide very simple control over a complex
walking machine.

A collection of findings about independent control of the individual legs will be
published separately as a PhD dissertation by Marc Donner. Marc has implemented
a concurrent programming language for programming the machine-a language that
is interesting for many applications in addition to control of walking. This work
was supported in part by IBM.

The hardware development required for this activity was funded by Sutherland,
Sproull and Associates. This contract covered only the evaluation of the machine.

,,,
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SUPPORT PROGRAMMING

The program running in the on-board walking machine microprocessor has sev-
eral main functions. First, it decodes values from the various sensors throughout
the machine and encodes commands for the valves. That is, it serves as an in-
terface between algorithi and mechanism. Second, it provides a fairly direct way
for the operator to control the valve settings manually. This facility is useful for
performing various housekeeping chores like lifting the machine up onto its jacks
and testing out the motion of individual legs. Third, the code implements a variety
of algorithms for walking. The driver can cause the machine to walk forwards,
backwards, and sideways, and akdo to make turns, including turns in place. Fourth,
the code transmits valve commands and sensor values between the walking machine
hardware arid an OWL program running in its own processor. OWL is described
elsewhere in this report.

The walking machine program accepts commands from the phone buttons and

control stick switches mounted on the machine. It displays its current status on
a terminal placed nearby. Because of the limited supply of input switches, the
program is organized as a collection of subprograms. Each of these subprograms,
or modes, has a unique furnrtion and interprets the switches somewhat differently.
The top level program displays a menu of the available subprograms, shown below,
which can be activated by pressing the appropriate button on the phone dial.

l=Switch, 2=Sensor, 3=Norinal,
4=Gait. 5=Quick, 6=Mancon,
7==Servo, 8=Histry, 9=Walk,
*=Tidy, #=Fowl.

The walking and manual control programs mentioned earlier are examples of sub-
programs that can be selected in this manner. Pressing the two-step switch on the

control stick all the way down causes the currently active subprogram to terminate
and return control to the top lc% el menu. The fact that the two-step switch has this
behavior throughout the entire program has been useful for running without the
display screen because the drw'-r is always able to place the program into a known
state.

LOW LEVEL INTERFACE

As described in Ivan .uth,'rhnd's book A Walking Robot, the control micropro-
cessor is connected to the v.il,, electronics of the walking machine by means of a
long serial shift register. The microprocessor shifts valve control bits out into the
machine, and it shifts digitized sensor readings in from the machine. In preparation
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for this shifting operation, the processor must convert a valve command from the

ASCII letter used to represent it in the program to the combination of bits that

control the six valves for each leg. It accomplishes this encoding by means of a

table lookup. Next, the processor must complete the hydraulic circuit by choosing

an appropriate setting of the compensator valves. The theory behind this choice

is covered in A Walking Robot, but for the purposes of this report it is enough to

say that the compensator setting is determined from the combination of leg valve

settings by means of another table lookup. Finally, once it has finished encoding

the valve commands, the processor shifts them out to the valves and shifts in a fresh
set of sensor readings.

The operation of preparing the raw sensor readings for use by the walking

algorithm and other control algorithms is slightly involved. After accepting the raw

sensor values from the shift register, the processor must scale them so that each
lies within some known, fixed range. Moreover, man) of the walking machine's
joints are monitored by two sensors, and these redundant sensor readings must be

averaged to determine the position of the joint. A separate calibration program
determines the maximum and minimum sensor readings observed at the extremes
of r:otion of each joint. The resulting calibration tables are usually updated about
once a week. The difference between the maximum and minimum calibration values
for a particular sensor gives the domain of values that can be expected from that

sensor. The average of the minimum and maximum values gives the center of travel
of a joint. Another table contains the range of values expected by the various control
algorithms. This range table generally remains fixed, although it may be altered
manually in order to disable broken sensors or to change the sign of readings from
sensors that are wired up backwards. To convert raw sensor readings into scaled
values that can be used by walking algorithms, the processor subtracts the average

of the minimum and maximum calibration values, multiplies by the desired range,
and divides by the observed domain. After scaling, the processor averages redundant

sensor readings merely by adding them. The missing factor of two was included in
the range table.

All of the tables needed to convert raw sensor readings into values suitable for
use by the control algorithms may be examined from the terminal. One of the
subprograms selected from the main menu can display the raw sensor readings, the

minimum and maximum calibration data, the average and domain tables, the range
table, and the scaled sensor readings. The driver selects which table to display by

means of the phone dial. Another subprogram displays the completely processed
sensor data for selected legs.

The overall operation of the walking machine code may be regarded as a se-

quence of operations repeated indefinitely. The program first encodes the set of
valve commands as a sequence of bits. It then shifts the valve control bits out into

the walking machine while shifting in the raw sensor readings. Next, it scales and

combines the sensor readings, converting them into a standard form. Finally, it uses
the new sensor values as input for a walking algorithm or other control algorithm
to determine a new selection of valve settings, and the loop repeats. This main
operation loop has been observed to run in as little as 25ms with a very simple
control algorithm. By way of comparison, the time required for hydraulic valves to
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switch is about lOOms.

MANUAL CONTROL

The manual control program provides a means for the driver to command the
motion of the legs in a fairly direct manner. It is useful for a variety of tasks,
including climbing up onto jack stands for repair and maintenance, raising the
body of the machine high enough to remove the wheels in preparation for walking,
checking out leg motion and sensor calibration, and separating legs when they
collide during walking.

Like the other subprograms in the walking machine code, the manual control
program accepts commands from the control stick and the phone dial. The driver
can use the buttons .)n the phone dial to select the set of legs to which subsequent
motion commands apply. Pressing a digit from 1 to 6 adds the corresponding leg
to the set of active legs, pressing 0 clears the set of active legs so that no leg is
selected, and pressing the digit 9 selects all six legs. The terminal shows which legs
are currently selected.

After selecting a set of legs with the phone dial, the driver can specify their
motion by means of the control stick switches. Unselected legs remain frozen in the
Hold valve setting. Selected legs respond to the control stick switches according to
the following table.

Control Stick Switch Valve Setting Resulting Leg Motion
Trigger Energize Horizontal Fore/Aft
Thumb Switch Place Compliant Down/Up
Coolie Hat Up down Diagonal Down/Up
Coolie Hat Down Down Diagonal Down/Up
Coolie Hat Left Right Knee Left/Right
Coolie Hat Right Left Knee Right/Left
Thumb Switch and Trigger Lift Compliant Up/Down
Coolie Hat Up and Trigger Up Diagonal Up/Down
Coolie Hat Down and Trigger up Diagonal Up/Down
Coolie Hat Left and Trigger Left Knee Left/Right
Coolie Hat Right and Trigger Right Knee Right/Left

Notice that when the trigger is combined with some other switch, the action of the
other switch is reversed in some sense.

The Place and Lift settings are most useful for doing "push-ups" in which the
walking machine uses its legs to press the body into the air. The machine will
typically do a push-up before and after walking in order to permit removal and
reinstallation of its wheels. Also, when repairs are necessary, the machine can do a
higher push-up by standing on four wooden boxes, or "footstools." This maneuver
permits jack stands to be inserted beneath the body, and once the machine has
settled onto the jacks and the footstools have been removed, its legs can no longer
touch the ground. Besides making it easier to work on the individual legs, walking
algorithms are simpler to debug when the machine is in the air.
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The remaining valve commands are less commonly used in manual control. The
driver will sometimes attempt to adjust the position of the lower leg using the Left
and Right settings, because push-ups place less strain on the leg when the lower
leg is perpendicular to the upper leg. The Energize setting is most often used to
demonstrate the "hydraulic ellipse," which is described in Sutherland's book. The
diagonal motion settings, Down, down, Up, and up, will move a leg in a definite
direction and can therefore be used to position a leg more precisely. When legs
collide during walking, one of these commands can be used to get a leg out of
trouble.

It is possible to drive the compensator manually in or out when none of the legs
are selected. To extend the comipcisator, the driver niust push the roolie hat up
while depressing the thumb switch. Pushing the body of the machine up off the
ground tends to cause the compensator to be pulled in. so it is useful to be able to
push it back out in order to avoid pumping oil through a relief valve. If the driver
pushes the coolie hat down while depressing the thumb switch, the compensator will
be retracted. Unfortunately, the valve configuration for withdrawing the compen-
sator works by pumping oil through a relief valve- a property that detracts from
its usefulness. 'When the legs of the walking machine rise with respect to the body,
the compensator will be driven out. After the compensator runs out of travel, the
driver has two choices. He may either continue driving the legs up, which forces
oil through a relief valve, or he may retract the compensator, which also forces oil
through a relief valve. In either case, the oil temperature will rise. It is thus not
generally useful to drive the compensator in manually unless it must be precisely
positioned for hardware maintenance, program testing, or some similar operation.

Another manual control program is known as the "Tidy" program because it
serves to tidy up the leg configuration. The Tidy program can perform three op-
erations: tuck, knee center, and jack. In the tuck configuration, the upper legs
are raised as high as possible and the lower legs are pulled in close to the body.
This configuration is useful for two reasons: first, the machine won't fit through
the garage door unless it is in the tuck position, and second, a principal way to
drive air from the hydraulic system is to drive the compensator in while the ma-
chine is tucked. The knee centering routine simply positions the lower legs at the
approximate center of their travel. Finally, the jack program was intended to be
used for doing push-ups in a semi-automatic manner. The original thought was that
the coolie hat would control which pair of legs was driven into the ground, thereby
eliminating some button pushing that would be needed if the straight manual con-
trol program were used. In practice, manual control is simple enough to use for this
purpose.

OWL CONTROLLER

OWL is a programming language designed by Marc Donner to facilitate the
description of walking algorithms. Because of OWL's processing and memory re-
quirements, it is implemented in its own microprocessor. Part of the task of the
walking machine microprocessor is to communicate between the OWL micropro-
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microprocessor on a continuous basis, whether or not the OWL server is running.
This has been useful because it allows the OWL microprocessor to monitor the
performance of walking algorithms running in the walking machine microprocessor.
The OWL microprocessor has substantially more memory, so it can record sensor
values that are considered to be interesting.

Besides merely acting as a transducer between the walking machine hardware
and the OWL microprocessor, the walking machine microprocessor helps to shoulder
a bit of the computational load where this is appropriate. First, the sensor values

t- passed between the processors have already been scaled and averaged, relieving the
OWL microprocessor of quite a few division operations. Second, the OWL server
accepts valve commnands in a svmbolic form, locally con verting them to the bits
needed to control the physical valves. It determines the required setting of the
compensator valves as well. Finally, it continually monitors the positions of the
legs for impending collisions.

12
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WALKING PROGRAMMING

The walking algorithm is based onl the premise that the code for deciding when
to recover a leg can be separated from the code controlling how to recover a leg.

Recall that leg recovery is the act of' moving a leg into position for another step at
the end o l the stride. lh,- -separit ion of liinctionl has t\ o iiiaiii advantage-s. Iirst,
the t%%o sinaller prograiris are easier to %%rite and n aintain than a. single larger

prograii would have been. Second, and more significant. because leg sequencing
is separate from leg control. it is a relatively ,inple matter to experiment with a

variety of leg sequencing algorithms, or gaits. Indeed, the driver can select one of
six prinia rv gaits and then reftine it for even more flexibility.

.\t the heart of the walking ilzorithim are six independently running finite state
machines corresponding to the six legs of the walking machine. The states in each of
these finite state machines represent the various phases of motion in the stride and
recovery of I leg. A .ingle. independent gait program coordinates legs by forcing
selected legs into the initial recovery state at the proper moment. The six finite
state machines choose hydraulic valve settings that will result in motion that is
appropriate to the individual states. Since more than one leg may be active at a
time. however, the independent finite state machines might choose a combination
of valve settings that is undesirable or even dangerous. To correct this situation, a
series of post-processing programs examine the valve settings chosen by the finite
state machines and eliminate improper combinations. Each of the post-processing
programs need detect and correct only a single difficulty. Once again, this separation
of control has worked out very well because it reduces the amount of coordination
needed between the six finite state machines, and it reduces the complexity of the
individual modules.

To aid in the debugging and analysis of the walking code, there is a facility
for recording transitions between states of the finite state machine. \Vhenever the
finite state machine for a leg switches from one state to another, the new state is
entered into a circular buffer that occupies whatever memory is otherwise unused.
In addition, some of the states record numeric data like leg positions. After walking
has taken place, it is possible to examine the recently recorded history in order to
analyze the behavior of the machine. Playback may be restricted to selected legs,
and everything but numeric records may optionally be filtered out.

FINITE STATE MACHINE

The primary task of the six finite state machines is to recover legs, that is, when
a leg has reached the end of its stride, to reposition it in preparation for the next
step. The gait algorithms, which will be discussed later, determine when one step
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is finished and recovery should begin. The recovery process tries to place legs at
a target chosen independently for each leg. At present. this target is fixed, but it

might depend on drive pump displacement, for example. The target position is with
the foot at ground level, the lower leg perpendicular to the upper leg. and the upper
leg perpendicular to the body. That is, when the leg is in the target position, the

upper leg sticks straight out, and the lower leg sticks straight down. In practice,
because of the sluggish response times of the valves, legs generally overshoot the

target. thereby lengthening the stride somewhat.
The driver can control the finite state machines by means of switches on the

control stick. The trigger serves as a dead-man switch. When it is pulled, the
finite Slate machine., ire permitted to run and to !elect valve setting- for the legs.
\Vhent the trigger i- released, the finite state machines stop and all valves are forced
into the 110, setting. so that the machine will not move. The diplay screen is

normally blanked when the finite state machines are running because the terminal
1 0 necessary for continual display of the program's status represents a substantial
drain on the microprocessor. This drain turns out to be fairly significant because the
performance of the walking machine is determined to a large extent by how quickly
the processor can use sensor information to control valve settings. For debugging
purposes, the finite state machines will, however, display their status if the driver
pushes the two-step switch on the control stick half way down.

The next several paragraphs describe the various states of the finite state ma-
chines. The general design philosophy was to keep the algorithm as simple as
possible and not to consider cases that had not been demonstrated in the operation
of the machine. Thus, rather than being designed to handle every imaginable even-
tuality, the code was written to cope only with situations that had actually been
observed to occur. This approach has certainly contributed to the ease and relative
speed with which the code was written and debugged.

A leg will be in the "energize" state when it is on the ground and expected to
drive the machine forward or backwards. When a leg is in the "energize" state,
its valve setting will be Energ2ze, so that the action of the drive pump will result
in smooth, horizontal leg motion. The machine is able to turn because the legs on
its left and right sides are driven by two independent pumps. The "energize" state
remains active until the gait program decides that it is appropriate to recover the
leg, whereupon the gait program will force a change to the "lift" state.

The purpose of the "lift" state is to relieve the load being borne by a leg.
Valves are placed into the Lift setting, which causes both of the upper leg hydraulic

actuators to shorten and the leg to rise. The "lift" state remains active until the
vertical force detected by the leg's sensors drops below some fixed threshold. The
intent here is that so long as the leg is in contact with the ground, it will move
generally upwards, but it will also be able to move forwards and backwards on the
ground in response to the motion of the rest of the machine. When the leg is no
longer in contact with the ground, the state will switch either to "upD" or "upE,"
depending upon the relative positions of the leg and the target. If, in order to reach
the target, the leg must move toward the driver, the next state will be "upD." If it
must move toward the engine, the next state will be "upE."

The "upD" and "upE" states lift the leg high off the ground and cause it to

14
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move either forwards or backwards. Consider first the "upD" state, which moves

the leg up and toward the driver. It uses the Up valve setting to shorten the

hydraulic actuator at the driver end of the walking machine. The "upD" state

is active until the driver end actuator has become short enough for the leg to be

able reach the target position by lengthening only its engine end actuator. The

program makes this test by determining whether the leg is above or below a line

that passes through the target and is parallel to the leg's direction of travel when

only the engine end actuator is moving. Also, the leg must have risen above some

minimum height threshold before the "upD'" state will terminate. Once the driver
end actuator has shortened sufficiently, the "upD" state switches to "top." The
"upE" state works in an analogous manner, using the up valve setting to shorten
the engine end hydraulic actuator. It, too, switches to "top" when the engine end
cylinder is sufficiently short.

The "top" state is degenerate in the sense that it makes no attempt to command
any valves. Instead. it immediately selects one of two successor states on the basis
of the lower leg position. If the lower leg is too far to the right of the target, the
next state will be "topL." otherwise 'topR."

The "topL" and "topR" states move the lower leg left or right in an attempt to
bring it close to the sideways target position. "topL' moves the lower leg with the
Left valve setting until the leg has traveled to the left side of the target. "topR"
uses Riqht to move the leg right until it is on the right side of the target. Notice
that this simple algorithm can cause the lower leg to move alternately left and right
in successive walking machine steps. The problem could be corrected by including
a dead zone about the target in which the leg moved neither left nor right, but this
extra complication seemed unnecessary because the knee valves respond quickly

enough to minimize the overshoot that would cause this oscillation. Any oscillation
that does occur is not significant enough to disrupt the walking algorithm. Another
thing to notice is that sideways motion of the lower leg occurs at the apex of the leg
recovery motion. This prevents the scuffing that might otherwise occur if the leg

were driven to a target while it was on the ground. The states following "topL" and
"topR" are either "downD" or "downE," depending on whether the leg is recovering
toward the driver or toward the engine. That is. if the leg was moved upward using

the "upD" state, it will move down using the "downD" state. The proper direction
was stored on entry to the "top" state, so that no further comparison of the target

and leg positions is required.
The two states, "downD" and "downE," are analogous to the "upD" and "upE"

states except that they move the leg down instead of up. "downD" uses the Down
valve setting to move the leg down and toward the driver. "downE" moves down
and toward the engine using the down setting. Downward motion ceases when a leg
begins to detect more than some threshold of force, or when it has moved down too
far. More precisely, the 'downD" and "downE" states terminate when the following
quantity becomes positive.

a(Vertical Force - Force rht4hold) + bmax(O, Position Threshold - Vertical Position)

The next state for either recovery direction is "place." In the expression above,
the magnitude of the force required to sense contact with the ground diminishes
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linearly as tie leg continues to drop below sone fixed position threshold. The leg
behaves as if the missing force were supplied by a spring attached to he bottom of
the foot. After touching the ground, the spring would apply more and more force
as it continued to be compressed. The position threshold controls the length of this
simulated spring, while the constants a and 1, determine its strength.

"place" is the state that powers the legs into the ground in order to raise the
body of the machine. 'nless the foot was placed into a hole, -'place" is not usually
activated until the foot has reached the ground, so it uses the Place valve setting
to push the leg gener ll down while permiiting it to move forwards and back-
wards in response to t0h rOtiOn (f the walking machine's other legs. The "place"
,t.ite remaina, ai i,%, uiitil the lhg t tiat imucd b,'lo% some vertical position threshold,
whereupon the state s itches back to -enrergize" to move the leg forward and back
under control of the drive pumps.

POST- P.OCESSOIS

The six finite state machines choose valve settings for each leg independently
of the others .% collection of' post-processing progranis adjust these valve settings
to satisfy constraints on groups of legs. Each processor is specialized to a specific
task arnd is independent of the others.

The first post-processing program applied to the result of the finite state ma-
chine detects arid resolves improper combinations of valve settings. Recall that some
valve combinations either force oil into or suck oil out of a part of the hydraulic
circuit known as the "B-line. 'his can happen when lower-case valve settings like
up and dou,, are mixed with upper-case valve settings like Up and Dou'n. In order
to resolve this difficulty, the post-processor first determines whether any of the six
finite state machines have requested one of the lower-case settings. If not, there is
no problem and the post-processor does not alter the requested set of valve settings.
If, on the other hand, the finite state machine for some leg has requested a lower-
case setting, the post processor will make the following conversions for all of the
legs: Place to place, Lift to lift, Up to Hold, and Down to Hold. Thus, upper-case
settings will be converted to the equivalent lower-case setting, or to Hold if there is
no equivalent. The intent of this method is to eliminate the troublesome lower-case
settings as quickly as possibly by diverting oil to them. Also, since Lift and Place
have lower-case equivalents, if all of the legs are recovering in the same direction, it
will not be necessary to switch any leg into the Hold setting.

The second post-processing step switches lower legs into the crab circuit, which
distributes sideways forces between legs during turns, and which can be used to make
the machine walk sideways. The post-processor examines each leg independently. If
the hip valves are set to Hold, the lower leg post-processor assumes that the leg was
meant to be frozen in place, and it likewise sets the knee valves to Hold. If the hip
valves are not in Hold, the program examines the knee valve setting as produced
by the finite state machine. If the knee valves are something besides Hold, the
post-processor assumes that the finite state machine has them under control and
does not modify the setting. This situation will occur when the finite state machine
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is in the "topl," or "topR" state attempting to bring the lower leg close to its
target position. Finally, if the knee valves are in Hold, the hip valves are not in
Hold, and the leg senses more than some threshold of vertical force, the knee is
switched into the Crab valve setting. Recall that the Crab setting causes the lower
legs to be connected in parallel through the crab pump. Thus, if a leg that was
not bearing any of the machine's weight were switched into the crab circuit along
with some loaded legs, the unloaded leg would have no way to resist the sideways
forces transmitted by the loaded legs, and the entire machine would slump to one
side or the other. The crab post-processor prevents this undesirable situation, while
allowing crab motion for sideways walking and turns.

The next pos-t-processor checks for end of travel in the fore, aft motion of the
legs. \When legs on one side of the machine are being driven forwards and backwards,
their hydraulic actuators are connected together in series so that each leg will move
at the same speed. The walking machine cari turn by driving the legs on its two
sides independently at different rates. \Vhen one of the hydraulic cylinders in the
drive series reaches the end of its travel, none of the other cylinders in the series is
able to move. and any further attempt to drive them will cause oil to flow tl,rough
a relief valve. To prevent this from happening, the post-processor searches for legs
with their valves set to Energize that have also reached the end of their travel. Note
that in order to do so, it must consider not only the position of a leg, but also the
direction in which the leg is being moved by the corresponding drive pump. If it
finds a leg that has reached its end of travel, it switches that leg into Hold, along
with any other legs on the same side of the machine that are in the Energize setting.

Another post-processor controls whether driving will occur at all. When the
driver pushes the coolie hat upwards, the program sets a flag enabling the Energize
valve setting. When he pushes down on the coolie hat, the flag is cleared to disable
Energize. A post-processor seryes to implement this capability. If the energize flag
is clear, the post-processor will change any Energize valve settings to Hold. This
feature is useful for disabling energize when walking sideways, for example, so that
the driver need not be concerned with the exact position of the control stick.

A final post-processing step prevents the machine from stamping its feet. This
potential problem shows up when hydraulic actuators are connected in parallel, as
they are in the crab circuit. Recall that when a leg is moving up or down during
recovery, the hip actuators of all recovering legs are connected together in a single
parallel circuit. This means that if any one of those legs is bearing weight on the
ground, and another one is in the air, oil will flow rapidly from the grounded leg to
the raised leg until both bear an equal share of the total load. This flow of oil causes
the raised leg to stamp the ground rather violently. To eliminate this undesirable
action, the final post-processor first determines whether any leg sensing more than
some threshold of vertical force is also in one of the parallel actuator settings: Place,

Lift, Up, Down, place, lift, up, or down. If there aren't any such legs, then there is
no potential difficulty and the post-processor can terminate. On the other hand, if
such a leg does exist, the post-processor must switch any parallel-connected leg not
bearing weight into the Hold setting to eliminate the possibility of foot stamping.
This technique is based on the assumption that load-bearing legs will soon either
cease to bear load or be switched into some other valve setting.
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There is one monitoring routine that, while not strictly a post-processor, does
operate pretty much independently of the rest of the recovery algorithm. It monitors
position of the compensator, adjusting it as required to insure that oil need never
be driven through relief valves unnecessarily. Walking on the ground tends to drive
the compensator in, and when it gets too far in, the monitoring routine freezes all
of the legs and extends the compensator. The fact that the machine comes to a hold
is moderately annoying to the driver, but it is tolerated as a relatively infrequent
occurrence.

Another monitoring routine watches for leg collisions. The three legs on each
side of the machine are close enough together that it is possible for a middle leg to
interfere with one of the erd legs. This is something to be avoided, since mechanical
damage could result. The leg collision detector keeps track of leg positions, and if
it detects an impending collision it will abort the walking program, freezing the legs
as they are. When this happens. the driver can use the manual control program
to disentangle the offending legs. The collision detection program is written to be
fairly paranoid. When position sensors are redundant, instead of using the averaged
reading, as does the rest of the walking code, it selects the worse case of the two
redundant readings. In practice, the frequency of leg collisions detected by the
program is fairly closely related to the quality of the calibration tables. If the
calibration is stale, spurious leg collisions occur with annoying frequency. With
fresh calibration data, on the other hand, detected leg collisions are acceptably
rare.

GAIT ALGORITHMS

The six finite state machines and the set of post-processing routines control the
motion of legs during recovery, but it is the task of the gait programs to determine
when a leg should be recovered. The driver can choose from among the available
gait algorithms by first activating the gait selection mode from the main menu.
When this mode is active, pressing a button on the phone dial while holding down
the trigger determines which of the available gaits will be used for walking. The
display shows which gait has been selected.

Besides the gait algorithm, the user must specify a sequence of legs. The exact
meaning of this leg sequence is gait-dependent, but it is generally interpreted to be
the order in which the legs will either be recovered or considered for recovery. Once
again, the driver specifies a leg sequence by means of the phone buttons. There
are six legs in the sequence, and new legs are shifted into the sequence at the end,
causing the leg formerly at the beginning of the sequence to be dropped. The driver
can append a leg to the sequence by pressing the corresponding digit on the phone
dial. The current leg sequence is displayed on the terminal for reference.

Three of the gaits available to the driver cause the walking machine to recover
its legs in a known, fixed sequence according to the contents of the leg sequence
table. These three gaits recover either one, two, or three legs at a time, and each
waits until no leg is recovering before it permits the next set of legs to recover.
The three fixed gaits cause legs to recover strictly in the order that they appear
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in the leg sequence table. When the algorithm encounters the end of the table, it

simply wraps around to the beginning again. For example, the two-legged fixed gait

initially recovers the first two legs mentioned in the sequence table. When these
have completed recovery, it causes the legs specified as the third and fourth entries
in the table to recover. Finally, the fifth and sixth legs in the leg sequence table

will recover, whereupon the algorithm will start over at the beginning of the table.
Each of the three fixed gaits is capable of making the machine walk, but they

have somewhat different properties. The one-leg-at-a-time gait works pretty much
equally well with any leg sequence that includes every leg because there will always
be at least five legs on the ground to support the weight of the machine. Unfor-
tunately, though, the machine inakes only pailfully slow progress when recovering
just a single leg at a time. The two-legged fixed gait is a bit faster, but it requires
the driver to exercise some care when selecting the leg sequencing. In particular, if
the two legs at either the engine end or the driver end are recovered at the same
time, the temporarily unsupported end of the machine will drop to the ground.
Similarly, lifting the middle and an end leg on one side of the machine is probably
not a good idea. Also, the legs remaining on the ground will be in a better position
to bear the weight of the machine if they recover in order from back to front so that
recovering legs will be placed near to legs already on the ground. One leg sequence
that satisfies these constraints is 152436. Notice that although this sequence sat-
isfies the back to front propagation constraint when the machine is walking in the
direction of the engine, it does not do so when the drive pumps are reversed. An-
other leg sequence, 1352,16, results in a kind of two-legged tripod gait that satisfies
both constraints regardless of the direction of travel. The same sequence, 135246,
used with a three-legged fixed gait results in a true tripod gait. Besides satisfying
the support constraints, it is successful because it moves the maximal number of
legs at a time. Indeed, some of the walking machine's best performances have been
controlled by this simple tripod gait.

One problem shared by all of the fixed gaits is that legs recover on schedule
whether they need to or not. That is, legs will recover even if the body of the
walking machine isn't moving forward or backward. The design of the algorithms
to control leg motion during recovery, combined with the sluggish valve response
times, can cause legs to recover back and forth about the target. It is particularly
annoying when a leg recovers in the wrong direction. A second set of three fixed
gaits, analogous to the original three, eliminates this problem by recovering a leg
only when it is moving away from the target. That is, any leg that comes up in
the fixed recovery sequence loses its turn if it is not moving away from the target
position. The gait algorithm determines a leg's direction of travel by examining the
sign of the corresponding drive pump displacement. If the driver has used the coolie
hat to manually disable the drive motion, the gait algorithm will always permit a leg
to recover when it is encountered in the leg sequence. This behavior was included

so that sideways walki ig would still be possible. This modified fixed sequencing
algorithm shares the advantages of the original algorithm while preventing legs
from recovering in the wrong direction.

Another gait, which is a variation of the fixed gaits described above, sequences

legs on the left side of the machine pretty much independently of those on the right
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side. That is, there is a separate but fixed leg sequence for each side of the machine,
and the gait algorithm selects one leg from each sequence for recovery. The first
half of the leg sequence table applies to the 123-side of the machine, and the second
half applies to the 456-side. When a leg finishes recovering on, for instance, the left
side of the machine, the gait algorithm selects the next leg in the left side sequence
without regard for whether the leg on the right side has finished recovering yet.
This selection is subject to the constraint that neither the front pair nor the back
pair of legs should be recovered simuitaneously. One additional complication is
that the order in which legs are chosen from their respective sequence tables is
dependent on the sign of the drive pump displacement for the corresponding side
of the machine. \Vhen the machine is driven backwards, the leg sequencing will
be reversed. If supplied with an appropriate choice of leg sequence, like 123654,
this two-legged gait can effectively support the machine in any direction of motion,
including turns.

The gaits described so far have all used the leg sequence table to specify the
exact order in which legs will be recovered. The driver may also choose gaits in
which the order is determined dynamically. The first such gait recovers just a single
leg at a time. The algorithm .entifies the leg most in need of recovery, that is,
the one that is closest to the end of its travel. If the leg position exceeds some
fixed threshold, then the algorithm will cause the leg to recover. The set of legs
considered for recovery are those that appear in the leg sequence table. Like almost
any single legged gait. this algorithm is capable of making the machine walk, but
only very slowly. It works marginally better in turns than a fixed sequence gait
because the legs on the outside of the turn are permitted to recover more frequently
than those on the inside.

Another gait in which the leg recovery order is determined dynamically may
recover up to three legs at once. This algorithm works by continually considering
the legs that appear in the leg sequence table but are not currently recovering. It
removes a leg from consideration if either of the legs adjacent around the perimeter
of the machine is recovering. From among the remaining legs, it selects the single
leg most in need of recovery, again by determining which leg is most near its end of
travel. If the position of that single leg exceeds some threshold, the leg will begin
to recover. This gait tends to resemble a tripod gait, and it works fairly well. The
major difficulty is that because legs do not iecover in a fixed pattern, the driver
cannot always predict when legs will recover, and the program is consequently a bit
harder to drive than the plain tripod gait.

In addition to merely being able to select a gait algorithm and leg sequence,
the driver can use the thumb ,.witch on the control stick to determine whether legs
will recover automatically. When the thumb switch is depressed, the selected gait
algorithm will be active, and legs will begin to recover. If the thumb switch is not
depressed, legs already recovering will finish doing so, but no new legs will begin
to recover. This switch turns out to be quit- useful for keeping the machine under
control. Fairly often, the driver will momentarily press the thumb switch to release
a set of legs, and then wait until all of those legs have completed recovery before
pressing the switch again. Opcrating the machine in this manner allows the driver
to separate the control of drive and recovery. When this separation of control is
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not necessary, the driver- can hold down the thumli s% it( h t enable continuous
recovery.

The buttons on the phone dial permit still further control o er recovery Press-
ing the asterisk forces the finite state machine., for all ,x I'rg, into an initial state
that will lift the machine up to walking elevation. Putton number 7 performs a simi-
lar action, except that only the four corner legs are used to elevate the machine, and
the center legs remain frozen. This feature, together with an appropriate combina-
tion of values in the leg sequence table. can be used to experiment with four-legged
walking. Finally, the driver can force a leg to begin recoverY at any time by press-
ing its corresponding button on the phone dial. This works regardless of gait or
whether the thumb switch oun the control stick is pre-ssed. Being able to manually
recover legs has been quite helpful in several situations. First, it is often useful dur-
ing testing and debugging to be able to force a leg to recover on demand. Second,
since repeated recovery of a single leg will bring it closer and closer to the target
position, manual recovery can serve to neaten the leg configuration. Third, when
the machine first begins to walk, the lower legs are sometimes at one or the other
extreme of their motion. Manually recovering such a leg straightens out the lower
leg, putting it in a better position to bear load. Fourth, sometimes the walking
algorithms get into trouble and need help. When this happens, the driver can spot
an offending leg and force it to recover in order to eliminate the difficulty.
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OWL WALKING ALGORITHMS

The structure of the nervous system of insects has been the guide for the design
of algorithms for walking in this research. Insects have a single ganglion associated
with each leg and this ganglion is responsible for the bulk of the behavior of the leg.
There is coniiiuiiicatioun between legs, but it is responsible for only a small amount
of the control of walking.

Each leg of an insect exhibits steady repetitive behavior. The foot is placed on
the surface, driven rearward until it is as far back as it can go, removed from the
surface, and recovered to the forward position. where the process repeats. Behavior
of this sort is not sufficient by itself to ensure walking by the insect, there are phase
relationships between the legs that are functions of the speed of walking and the
radius of turning. These phase relationships are not rigidly fixed, but are rather
'encouraged' by simple communication between the legs. There are two purposes
to this communication. The first is to ensure that there are enough legs in contact
with the walking surface to permit the insect to maintain its stance over the surface.
The second is to encourage rear-to-front waves of leg recoveries.

All walking animals with four, six, or more legs exhibit rear-to-front waves
of recovery. In walking. the rearmost leg is picked up and moved forward and
placed on the walking surface, usually right behind the footprint of the next leg
forward. Once the rearward leg is in contact, then the forward leg is recovered and
so on. There are several desirable properties of this pattern of leg motions. The
most important is that it permits the animal to walk on insecure terrain without
having to have an elaborate vision system and the memory to maintain a map of
the terrain. The front pair of legs can be placed carefully; after that each of the
trailing legs is placed as near as possible in the same safe place. This behavior is
true of both six legged and four legged animals when walking. Dynamic gaits like
trotting and running in quadrupeds don't have this property; however, quadrupeds
have sophisticated vision systems to help them avoid obstacles and difficult terrain
when they are moving fast. There is substantial evidence that six legged animals
do not use dynamically stable gaits.

The physiology literature is a bit vague about the details of the communication
among legs, but we have found that only two low bandwidth channels are needed
from each leg to each of its two or three neighbors. With one channel the leg
transmits the fact that it is recovering and that its neighboring legs should be
discouraged from initiating recovery. We call this information the inhibition signal.
With the second channel the leg transmits to its forward neighbor the fact that it
has completed recovering and that the forward leg should be encouraged to recover.
This signal is called the ezcitation signal. In addition, the rear pair of legs transmit
excitation to one another, with each leg sending the excitation when it has reached
about the midpoint of the drive stroke.
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The excitation provides the rear-to-front waves of leg recoveries and keeps the
two sides approximately 180 degrees out of phase. The inhibition is responsible for
maintaining a reasonable stance.

Following this concept, the main part of the program that is used to control
walking is composed of six independent processes. Each process is a loop in which
the leg is first loaded, then driven rearward, then unloaded, and finally recovered
to its most forward position. Thus, each process imitates the behavior of a single
leg. When a leg is about to begin recovering, it adds a constant to the inhibitions
of each of its neighbors. When it has finished recovering, it subtracts this constant
from the inhibitions. Also at the end of recovery, it sets the forward neighbor's
excitation to a diflerent conwtaiit. \Vhen a leg is about to begin recovering, it sets
its own excitation back to zero.

A leg decides when to end its drive phase and begin recovering based on the
inhibition and excitation signals and on the load on the leg. If the load on the
leg is less than a computed threshold, then the leg is considered to be available to
be recovered. Inhibition decreases the threshold, thus reducing the likelihood that
the leg ill be lightly enough loaded to recover. Excitation increases the threshold,
hence increasing the likelihood that the leg will be wvilling to recover.

There is a separate process for each phase of the leg cycle and these processes
are activated one after another for each leg. When the walking program is started
up. all the cycles are started in the 'Load' phase. The load process takes its leg and
moves it toward the ground using the 'P' or place valve setting. The load process
decides that it is done when the combination of load on the leg and vertical position
of the upper leg segment indicate that a satisfactory stance has been achieved.
This is done by each leg independently. One consequence of this behavior by the
load processes is that there is no special initialization code required. The walking
program can take the machine with the legs in any configuration and get into a
good stance. The same feedback mechanism that is used to maintain a good stance
once the machine is walking also serves to get the machine properly oriented at the
beginning.

After the load phase is complete, the 'Drive' phase is initiated. In this phase
the leg valve is set to the Energize, or 'E,' setting. If the driver releases the trigger
on the joystick handle, then the drive process will place the leg valve in the Hold,
or 'H,' setting. This 'dead man' mechanism was intended as a safety provision,
but it is also used in practice by the driver to regulate the forward motion. The
termination of the Drive phase is, as described in an earlier paragraph, when a load
on the leg is less than a function of the inhibition and excitation signals for that
leg.

After the drive phase terminates, the 'Unload' phase is initiated. In this phase
the upper leg valve is put in the -L' or lift state and the leg moves upward until the
load on it is removed.

Once the unload phase is complete, the 'Recover' phase begins. The motion of
this phase is somewhat complex, but basically the leg is moved first upward and
forward by shortening the forward of the two upper cylinders, and then downward
and forward by lengthening the rearward of the cylinders. The recovery phase is
complete when the leg is near the target position or the leg has hit the ground and
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begun to take up load. The end of the recover phase causes the beginning of the
load phase for the next step.

Other independent processes in the walking program handle the control of the

lower leg, or knee, joint as the leg cycles through the various phases of stepping.
The knee control process has a particularly simple algorithm. When the foot is

on the ground and bearing weight, as reported by the load sensors, then the knee
joint actuator is put into the 'C' or 'crab' state. In this state the knee actuator is
connected passively to all of the other similarly connected knees and to the crab
pump. This passive connection permits the knee to flex as the leg moves, thus
permitting the leg to conform both to the immobility of the ground and to the
circular path of the knee about the hip joint. Whenever the foot is riot bearing
weight and the knee is too far from the center, quiescent position, then it is moved
toward the center using 'Right' or 'Left' knee commands. When the leg is near
enough to the center position, then it is left in the hold setting.

Beyond the processes directly concerned with the control of legs, there are inde-
pendent processes that are responsible for communicating with the service processor.
One set of processes copies all the sensor values from the service processor each time
they are updated. Another process transmits the vector of valve commands from
the control processor to the service processor every time they are updated. Other
processes keep track of some hydraulic constraints that are imposed by the par-

allel connections made possible by the design of the walking machine. There are
a collection of data gathering processes that are used to monitor the state of the
machine during walking. They store data in the uninitialized region of RAM that
sits after the walking program. The data space there is suitable to hold about ten
minutes of detailed data.

We have conducted various experiments in which we varied the relative impor-

tance of excitation and inhibition. In our earliest tests, we set the inhibition and
excitation constants to zero, thus requiring that each recovery be initiated by hand.
The program is so written that pressing the leg's button on the keypad on the
walking machine overrides the threshold test and forces the leg to proceed from
drive to recovery. Running in this mode we were able to get the code controlling
an individual leg debugged and running.

In the next set of tests we enabled the rear-to-front waves of excitation, but
disabled the inhibition mechanism and the rear pair cross excitation. We were thus
able to demonstrate the forward progress on the ground with only a minimum of
operator intervention.

Later experiments with both waves and inhibition turned on provided superior
quality motion because the inhibition constraints reduced the occurrence of simul-
taneous recovery of adjacent legs and the consequent tipping of the machine.

The best walking was produced by runs in which both inhibition and the wave
and cross excitation mechanisms were all turned on.

An interesting result was achieved when walking was attempted with only the
inhibition mechanism enabled. The machine walked quite well. On some occa-
sions it walked more smoothly than with excitation turned on, on others it walked

less smoothly. The details of the walking behavior are different in the two modes of
walking. The walking with excitation turned on seems to be closer in detailed struc-
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ture to that exhibited by insects. There is better minimization of total 1footprint'
size for the excitation produced walking and that should be important in difficult
terrain.

The parking lot in which we ran all of our tests has several sizable depressions
where drains are located. The machine negotiated these obstacles with no difficulty.
It was clear when near these dips that the stance was related to the local terrain,
not to some horizon or other global feature.
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DATA COLLECTION

In support of his PhD thesis research, Marc Donner has implemented a facility
for recording data during the operation of the walking machine. We have used
this facility to detect faulty sensors, measure the performance of hydraulic circuits,
and monitor the behavior of w alking programs. This section is intended to be an
exhibition of the kinds of data that we have collected. Of course, it would be
beyond the scope of this report to include all of the data that we have recorded,
but additional data together with a more detailed analysis will appear in Donner's
PhD dissertation.

The recording program is written in O\WL and runs in the OWL microprocessor.
Because it is an OWL process. it can monitor not only the operation of the walk-
ing machine microprocessor, but also the operation of other OWL processes. The
program periodically samples sensor readings, valve settings, and program states.
It stores the samples within a large buffer in the OWL processorIs memory until
the recording session is complete, when it uses a terminal line to transmit the data
to a host computer for display and long-term storage. The processor has enough
storage to hold about five minute's worth of samples, which take about 20 minutes
to transmit up to the host.

DATA FOR DEBUGGING H1ARDWARE

Some of the earliest data that we collected were intended merely to help debug
the sensor systems of the walking machine. Recall that in a leg of the walking
machine, motion in each degree of freedom is measured by a redundant pair of
sensors. During normal operation of the machine, the two redundant sensor readings
are averaged, but for testing purposes, data from the two sensors were collected
independently. Thus, it is possible to assess the operation of any particular sensor
by checking it against its counterpart.

Figure 1 illustrates how redundant sensor values may be compared graphically.
This particular example shows reading- obtained from the Y and Z axis sensors
of Leg 2. Readings from one of the redundant sensors are plotted against the
corresponding readings from the other redundant sensor, and successive sample
points are connected by lines. Since each of the two sensors is measuring the same
physical motion, they should always produce duplicate values, and therefore the
plotted points should all be colinear. Unfortunately, the reality of the situation is
somewhat less than perfect, however, as is evident from Figure 1. The Z sensor
exhibits some non-linear behavior near the origin.

Figures 2 show data taken as Leg 2 was being moved in a cyclical fashion. The
vc.tical leg position has been plotted along the vertical axis, and likewise for the
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horizontal position. It is readily apparent from this plot that Sensor I is malfunc-
tioning. The hysteresis in the curve suggests that the sensing potentiometer might
be loose in its mounting. Hy examining these curves, we have also been able to
detect cracks in the potentiometer substrate. Before these plots were available, we
found it very difficult to track down broken sensors. Figures 3 and .1 show data
taken from the same leg and same motion axes after repairs had been made.

Another kind of plot is useful for measuring the time lag between when the
program commands a leg to move and when the leg begins to respond. Figure 5
plots the position of a hip joint against time. The square wave drives the valve
that controls the motion of the joint. It is readily apparent that motion in the Z
direction begin! soiletiiiie aiter the leg is coiimanded to move, and motion stops
sometime after the comiiand is withdrawn. We believe that most of this delay is
caused bv the finite response time of the valves. It takes time for the current in
the valve control solenoid to build up. causing a similar delay in the motion of the
valve spindle.

To help maintain a machine of this kind. we recommend that a direct mea-
surenent of the valve spool positon be provided. Such a measurement would, for
example, provide direct evidence of a stuck valve. A simple switch connected to
the valve spool could easily provide this information. We looked for some effect of
spool motion on the coi E.NIF, but were unable to reliably detect any.

DATA FOR ANALYZING WALKING

Besides aiding in sensor debugging. plots derived from collected data are useful
for analyzing and illustrating the behavior of the machine while it is walking. The
rest of the plots shown in this report reflect data taken during walking experiments.

One of the more straightforward plots illustrates the distribution of vertical
ground forces as sensed by the load cells in each leg. In Figure 6. force on each leg
is plotted against time, and Figure 7 shows the sum of the forces on various legs.
The top curve in Figure 7 is the sum of the forces on all six legs. .As one might
expect, the sum of the loads remains relatively constant over time. The departures
from constant load can be explained by the fact that the leg forces are sampled in
sequence, not simultaneously For example, if one leg were in the process of picking
up load from another, the sampling process might happen to catch the first leg
while it was still loaded and the second leg after it had assumed its load. In this
case, the sum would appear too large.

Figure 8 shows the settings of operator controls during the course of a walk in
the parking lot. There are curves representing. from top to bottom, the two axes
of the stick, which control the diplacements of the two drive pumps, and the right
foot pedal, which controls the recovery pump. The setting of the crab pump is not
shown. It is interesting to note that the driver is actually exercising quite a bit
of control while the machine is Aalking. In particular, we have found that drivers
learn to use their control over the recovery pump quite a bit in order to smooth out
the ride. Large recovery pump -ettings are needed to drive feet into the ground as
they assume load, but smaller settings are more suitable for the motion of elevated
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legs during the recovery phase.
Figure 9 shows the "progress" of the machine as it walks. This plot is the result

of a 'dead reckoning" computation based on the motion of legs that are bearing
weight. In order to compute the "progress number." the length of the load-bearing
stroke of each leg is first calculated from the raw position data. Next, the strokes of
legs on the same side of the machine are averaged, since they work together to propel
the machine forward. Finally, the left and right side progress numbers are merged to
form the progress value. Obviously, the sum of the left and right progress numbers
says something about the distance traveled over the ground, and the difference of
the two numbers says something about the orientation of the vehicle. We have not
yet made plots of tht. heading of the vehicle, nor of its absolute pobition in space
based on these computations, but only of its "forward progress."

The final and perhaps the most interesting plot is shown in Figure 10. In
this plot, the state of each leg has been separated into a "load bearing" and an
"elevated" case, and these states have been plotted against time for each of the
legs. The separation is based on a cut-off value for the sensed leg loading, but
similar plots based on the intent of the control program show similar patterns of
activity. The form of the "gait" being used is quite clear in Figure 10. One can
see waves of activity progressing from the rear legs. 3 and 4 in this case, toward
the front legs, 1 and 6 in this case. Ve expect a more detailed analysis of this kind
of plot to be an important part of the dissertation soon to be published by Marc
Donner.
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have been made.
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FOOTPRINTS IN THE ASPHALT
(To appear in Robotics Research)

by Ivan E. Sutherland

Sutherland, Sproull and Associates, Inc.
SSA I 1853

ABSTRACT

This paper describes our experiences with a man-carrying. 1600-pound, gasoline-
powered. hydraulically-actuated, six-legged walking robot. An on-board computer
uses leg position and loading information to select one of a few possible hydraulic
connections of the leg actuators by switching directional control valves. Passive
parallel connections of hydraulic actuators distribute loads equally among several
legs, creating the effect of a sinaller number of "virtual legs." Series connections
of hydraulic actuators achieve coordinated leg motions during walking. The robot
uses no sophisticated servos.

Operation of the robot has taught several lessons. For a machine of this size,
the arguments favoring six legs rather than four are weak at best. The virtual leg
mechanism has proven to be quite effective: when the hydraulic actuators of several
legs are connected in parallel, leg motion is coordinated well without computer
intervention. Steering with differential drive using variable displacement pumps is
quite effective. The slow response time of the valves severely limits coordination
and results in a very rough ride.

This paper presents the major lessons learned from operating the machine.
Details concerning its design, construction, and programming are given in :1! and
L2,.

ANECDOTE #1: Students at Carnegie-Mellon University have named the machine
"The Trojan Cockroach."

BACKGROUND

This paper is about the operational experience we have gained with the six-
legged walking robot shown in Figure ". I started building the machine in the
spring of 1980 as an educat.'snal exercise ,., hydraulic mechanisms. It took its first
steps in October 1982. I think ol this proj -. a- an initial exercise in development
of walking vehicles, and of construction of th- rnchine as an apprenticeship. I have
rebuilt some parts of it several times, learning through experience the weaknesses
of the first designs. The machine has proven to be surprisingly reliable, but it is
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very difficult to fix when things go wrong. Overall, it walks convincingly, though
roughly. The design of the robot is adequately covered in my book, A IW"alking
tobot I so I shall review here only enough of its design to make the main lessons
corn prehensi ble.

Power and steering control for the machine are provided by four variable dis-
placement hydraulic pumps driven by an 18 horsepower gasoline engine. The rate
and direction of oil flow through these pumps may be varied by moving a lever
attached to the pump. A control stick and two foot pedals, shown in Figure 2,
determine the displacement settings of the four pumps and thus the rates of oil
flow. The driver establishes the speed of leg motion manually using these controls.
We usually opvrattc \%itil the ,tick conrtrolling forward speed arid turning rate, with

the right foot pedal controlling the speed of the elevated legs and the left foot pedal
controlling the spee-d of sideways motion of the knee joints.

The machine has an on-board computer to sequence its leg motions. The com-
puter obtains information from position and force sensors that measre the location
and loading of the legs as well as the displacement settings of the pumps. By con-
trolling the setting of directional control valves, the computer can select from a
small repertoire of stereotyped leg motions. Because the valves have only three
positions each, the computer cannot control the speed of leg motion in a given di-
rection; it selects only the direction of motion. Nor can the computer control the leg
motion with any great precision, because the directional control valves take about
100 milliseconds to respond to control signals. The speed (if the motion is set by
the pump displacement established manually by the driver.

The pa -sive hydraulic circuits built into the machine simplify its control. Once
the computer has selected a set of leg motion directions from the limited repertoire
available by setting the valves iri a given configuration, the nature of the resulting
hydraulic circuits coordinates the leg motions without further computer interven-
tion. By connecting hydraulic actuators in parallel, the computer can cause them to
share loads equally. By connecting hydraulic actuators in series, the computer can
cause them to move at equal rates. It was part of my design objective to explore the
use of such passive hydraulic circuits as opposed to active servo control of the legs.
Much of this paper will focus on what I have learned about such passive hydraulic
interconnections.

MASS AND INERTIA

My first surprise about the machine was how large it turned out to be. I
wanted a machine that would carry a man and be self-contained, and I wanted to
gain experience with hydraulic mechanisms. The smallest readily available variable
displacement pumps were Sundstrand units rated at 10 horsepower each. They
determined the size of the engine, valves, filters, actuators, and other components.
The readily available hydraulic components turned out to be quite massive; the
complete machine weighs about 1600 pounds and is over 8 feet long.

The weight of the machine is clearly evident in its behavior. The dynamic forces
required to accelerate the machine from a standing start are substantial. The driver
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is clearly aware of the acceleration and can sense the mass of the machine through
its response to his control actions. lie feels the acceleration directly through the
seat of his pants because lie is, of course, also accelerated, lie is aware of the mass of
the machine in two ways. First. because the variable displacement pumps provide a
control loading that is roughly proportional to the oil pressure required to move the
machine, the driver can feel the acceleration forces directly in his controls. Second,
because the machine responds to the onset of fore and aft control commands by
accelerating, taking a noticeable time to reach a given speed, and continuing to
move unless decelerated, it is clear to the driver that the dynamic forces involved
in moving the machine are substantial.

The size of the machine has a strong effect on its balancing behavior. Balance
experiments have shown that the driver is almost able to balance the machine on
its center two legs using its relatively crude manual controls. lecause the machine
is quite long, it topples forward and aft quite slowly. It is easy to bring it to the
balance point on its two center legs arid to tip it back and forth by using small
control motions to move the center legs slightly forward and aft. Given slightly
improved controls. I think it would be possible to balance the machine manually.
Given a servo system of modest performance, automatic balance of this kind should
be easy.

The size and weight of the machine have led me to a first and perhaps most
important conclusion: six legs are too many for a machine of this size. The argument
for using six legs. namely that the center of gravity can easily be kept within a static
base of support. is wrong when dynamic forces are considered. Any advantage of
static stability for such a massive machine is available only at very low speeds,
because dynamic forces dominate the actions of a vehicle of this size moving at the
speeds one might normally expect. Moreover, the task of balancing a large machine
on a few legs appears to be quite simple. Thus I conclude that at this scale, four
legs are more appropriate than six.

The size and weight of the machine have also had a significant effect on our
experimental technique. The machine is heavy enough to require a crew effort
during experiments, some prior planning for each run. and considerable care to
prevent personal injury. As we have continued to work with the machine, we have
improved our ability to lift heavy parts into place by using better lifting machines
and jacks. We have built and regularly use a set of four removable casters on which
to roll the machine out of its garage. 'We call the garage a "laboratory" even though
the shorter term is more apt.- We regularly run the machine in the parking lot
nearby, and since we roll the machine in and out by manually pushing it, we are
well aware of every slope, bump. and hole in the pavement along our usual route.
On hot days, the casters sink into the asphalt, making the machine particularly
difficult to move.

We generally gather a crowd of onlookers wnen we run. Crowd control has
not been a problem, though people seem remarkably unaware of the real dangers
of coming too close to the machine. On one memorable occasion, a young mother
put her child between the legs of thi inachine to take a picture, and removed it
only after a forceful warning of the personal danger involved. We have enjoyed the
reactions of casual observers, especially their reactions to the loud backfire that
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usually accompanies shutting off the engine. Newcomers j, tnip, to the considerable
delight of the initiated.

We have used four kinds of support for the machine. First, to move the machine
about, we use the casters previously mentioned. Second, for walking experiments,
as shown in Figure 1, the machine rests only on its own legs. We remove the

casters entirely, as shown in Figure 3, to improve the ground clearance, leaving only
a disposable wooden undercarriage to protect the bottom of the machine should
the walking program permit it to tip over or fail to support the weight on the
legs. Third, for convenience and safety when debugging the computer programs,
we rest the machine on four adjustable jack stands as shown in Figure t. When
sup.orted by tile jack s-rand.-, the machine can wave its legs in the air as though
\walking. without moving away froii the computer terminal and with relative safety.
Fourth, not illustrated, we have hung the machine from :n overhead frame on chains
attached to the lifting loops on its knees. This permits the legs to bear weight
with out moving the machine forward. We don't like the hanging mode of operation
very much because the machine swings alarmingly on the chains.

To change the support form, we have the machine do a push-up that raises the
body off the ground. The driver switches off the valves to lock the machine in the
raised position and then raises his hands as a signal to the crew that it is safe to
approach the machine to remove or install the wheels. To remove or install the
jack stands, we have the machine do a push-up with four of its feet on four wooden
"footstools" each about 8 inches high, as shown in Figure 5. This raises the body
sufficiently so that when the body is supported on the stands and the footstools
have been removed, the feet cannot touch the ground.

THE FEET LOOK LIKE GALOSHES

I have tried several kinds of feet on the machine. The first set of feet were simple
stubs of tubing extending down from the knee. It was my intention to include a ball
joint ankle and a flat pad foot for traction. Early tests with this design showed that
because of the position of the knee joint such simple feet would cause the machine to
twist sideways so as to lower its center of gravity. To avoid this problem I made the
present feet out of curved sections of large electrical conduit whose outside radius
matches the length of the lower leg. Thus the feet are actually sections of circles,
so that the height of the knee does not change as the machine moves sideways.

In an attempt to improve traction and to soften the ride, we attached sections
of automobile tire to the feet. The result looks a little like children's galoshes. The
tire sections do improve traction somewhat, but do little for the smoothness of the
ride.

One problem with the present feet is that the ends of the circular section can
get caught on the ground when the machine comes down from a high push-up. The
natural position for the feet as the machine comes out of the garage is the "tuck"
in which each knee is bent in as far as possible. If the feet are placed on the ground
in this position, their outer ends will dig into the ground, leaving footprints in the
asphalt. We have learned to center the knee joints before letting the feet support
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weight.

STEERING

ANECDOTE. ,2: Kevin to Bert, ex-Navy pilot, as he sits in the driver's seat
fondling the F .1 control stick handle used for steering: "Don't

you think it's time we discussed the armaments package?"

Forward or backward motion- of the load-bearing legs on the two sides of the
machine are separately powered to provide for steering control. The main fore
and aft drive circuit for the left legs has a pump to power the left leg actuators; a
separate pump is used to power the right leg actuators. By setting the displacements
of these two pumps to different values, the driver can make the machine turn. We
can connect either the foot pedals or the driver's control stick to the displacement
controls of these pumps in order to try different steering control methods. We
usually operate with the control stick connected to these displacement controls as
shown in Figure 6, so that the machine will move forward when the driver pushes
on the stick, and backwkard when the driver pulls on the stick. Moving the stick
to the right makes the right legs drive backward and the left legs drive forward,
causing a right turn in place.

Control seems quite natural with this steering connection when moving forward
or when turning in place. Turning motion when moving backwards is less natural,
however. Unlike an automobile, in which the steering wheel controls the radius
of the path of motion, sideways displacement of the stick on the walking machine
controls the angular rate of turn, independent of the direction or speed of linear
motion. Thus when backing up, steering control is the opposite of that with which
automobile drivers are familiar. Military tanks have this same property.

Our operating experience with this form of control has been quite satisfactory.
The driver is able to control the motion of the vehicle easily in spite of a sizable dead
zone at the center of travel of the stick caused by backlash in the control mechanism
and friction in the hydraulic actuators. Because the variable displacement pumps
provide a force feedback on the controls roughly proportional to the pressure of
the oil being pumped, the driver feels the accelerations of the vehicle through the
control stick and pedals as well as through the seat of his pants.

We generally operate with the right pedal connected to the pump that moves
elevated legs and forces them down to pick up weight. Drivers develop considerab!e
skill in controlling the displacement of this pump to meet the conflicting needs of
rapid motion for elevated legs and slower motion for legs about to strike the ground.
The driver feels the weight of the machine being taken onto each new leg or set of
legs as a force feedback in this control. This contro', also is used to establish the
height and rate of a manually controlled push-up.

We generally operate with the left foot pedal connected to the crab pump that
drives the knee joints. With this connection, pushing on the left pedal with the
toe causes the machine to walk sideways to the right and pushing on the left pedal
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with the heel causes the machine to walk sideways to the left. This control is hard
to remember, but fortunately the machine moves sideways quite slowly, and has
caused no damage.

We have also used a different arrangement of the controls in which we used the
pedals for steering and the stick to control the speed of elevated legs and sideways
motion. This connection improves the control for sideways motion by making the
obvious connection between sideways stick motion and sideways vehicle motion.
Because the forward drive mechanism moves the machine quite rapily, we have
found that steering with the pedals is less satisfactory than steering with the stick;
we like the finer control of drive and steering available with the stick.

To simplify the rearrangement of the controls, we connect the controls to the
displacement mechanism of the pumps with a passive hydraulic system much like the
hydraulic brake system on a car. \ small master cylinder connected to the control
transmits motion to a similar slave cylinder at the pump through fluid motion in
a pair of smaall plastic tubes. The fluid connection transmits the commands to the
pumps, returns the control loading forces to the driver, and provides a comfortable
damping on the control system. To simplify cleanup after rearrangement of the
controls, we use water rather than oil as the fluid in this system. In cold weather
the water freezes after about 20 minutes of exposure, thus limiting the length of the
run. We fill the system from an elevated bucket of water with a siphon.

ANECDOTE :3: Marc, graduate student, to Ivan as he attempts to clear the siphon
tube of water by blowing into it: "You'll never be able to blow
the water out of that tube." Mike, previously graduated, as
Ivan succeeds: "Never underestimate the power of the professo-
rial windbag."

HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS IN SERIES

In order to coordinate the motion of the sets of legs on the left and right side of
the machine, I built the machine with two series hydraulic circuits for the forward
drive, one of which is shown in Figure 7. Oil from the pump causes the front leg to
move back, displacing oil from the other chamber of its hydraulic actuator. This
displaced oil drives the next leg back, displacing oil from the other chamber of its
actuator, oil that is used in turn to move the third leg back. Thus the legs in each
series circuit move back in lockstep without any computer intervention. Indeed,
the left drive circuit couples the left legs together hydraulically and the right drive
circuit couples the right legs together hydraulically.

Valves permit the computer to include or remove individual legs from this series
drive circuit. When a leg is taken out of the drive circuit, the valve diverts oil past
the actuators of the removed leg so as to maintain the series circuit for the other
legs. Thus the legs that are driving will move in a coordinated fashion, but not all
legs need drive simultaneously.

The series connection of hydraulic actuators has caused us considerable diffi-
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cult'. The trouble comes-from the internal friction of the actuators. Because of the
nature of the piston rod seals, their friction drag is proportional to the pressure that
they bear. Thus even with no external load, the first of several hydraulic actuators
connected in series will operate with high friction, because it is operating at the sum
of the pressures required to overcome friction in all of the actuators. The pumps
in our system are able to move the machine forward in spite of the friction, but
it requires considerable energy to do so. Were I to rebuild the machine, I would
abandon the series connection altogether and use instead the parallel connections
that I shall describe next.

PARALLEL IIYDRAULIC CIRCUITS

The parallel connection of actuators shown in Figure 8 provides for the actuators
so connected to share load forces equally because of the equal pressure of the oil in
each of the actuators. The detailed motion of the actuators, however, will depend
on the external constraints imposed on them. As is obvious from the figure, all of
the oil might flow into one actuator if it were easier to move than its mate, or one
actuator might even move in the opposite direction if it were loaded substantially
more heavily. In fact, the parallel connection guarantees only that the sum of
the motions of the actuators will be controlled by the pump; the difference in the
motions is not controlled.

I selected a parallel connection of actuators to drive the knee joints on the
machine because it can achieve passively the complex knee motions that must occur
as the machine walks. Because the knee of a driving leg moves in a circular arc,
whereas its foot must move along a line parallel to the motion of the body, each
knee flexes in arid out slightly with each step. When the machine turns a corner,
the knees of forward legs flex in one direction while the knees of the rear legs flex in
the other direction. All of these knee motions are accomplished without computer
intervention by passive oil flow that equalizes the knee loading.

The knee drive actuator for each load-bearing leg is switched into the parallel
knee drive circuit as shown in Figure 9. All such knee drive actuators must sup-
port the same sideways load, or nearly so, because otherwise oil would flow away
from the legs carrying the greater sideways load. The knees adjust their positions
automatically to distribute the sideways load equally. On level ground where there
can be no net sideways force on the machine, the total sideways force must be zero,
and thus the sideways force on each leg is also near zero. On sloping ground, each
leg will bear an equal share of the lateral force required to support the machine.

The knee drive cylinder for elevated and lightly loaded legs must be isolated from
the knee drive circuit. If elevated legs were included in the parallel circuit, they
would rapidly move to an extreme position whenever other legs supported sideways
loads. The knee drive cylinder of elevated legs is driven in a different hydraulic
circuit to preposition the knee in anticipation of its required motion during the
next step. The computer uses data from the leg loading sensors to select which
circuit controls the knee motion.

This knee coordination mechanism has proven to work remarkably well. If the
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knee drive pump displacement is not zero, the machine moves smoothly sideways.
Most important, the knee drive mechanism presents no resistance to turning; the
rate of turn is set only by the differential fore and aft motion of the left and right
sets of legs. When the machine turns, the front knees flex in one direction and
the rear knees in the other direction to accommodate the turn. No computation is
required on the part of the computer to control the knees other than to switch the
knee actuators into and out of the knee drive circuit as the legs rise and fall.

Another parallel connection of actuators occurred because of the configuration
of the vertical motion actuators for the legs. All legs that are being forced downward
share a common source of oil and happen to be connected in parallel. This parallel
connection has some interesting implications that I would like to cover in some
detail, because it sheds light on the nature of the passive load sharing that is
possible with simple hydraulic circuits.

Consider two legs that are being moved downward simultaneously in order to
make the machine do a push-up. Because their hydraulic actuators are connected
in parallel, they must each carry the same load. If they did not, the one with
the lesser load would move down faster and pick up a larger share of the load, or
the one with the greater load would move upward and cause oil to flow into the
actuator of the other until the load was equally shared. Similarly, if more than two
legs are simultaneously driven downward, they will all move so as to distribute the
load equally. This load equalization occurs, of course, passively and without the
intervention of the computer other than to selet, the settings of the valves so as to
connect the hydraulic actuators in parallel.

In order to think effectively about the behavior of such a parallel connection, we
have devised the notion of a "virtual leg." To see how the virtual leg comes about,
consider a set of legs being used to do a push-up with their vertical actuators
connected in parallel. Such a set of legs can contribute nothing to the balance of
the machine, because each such leg must carry equal load. If the machine begins to
tip with such a collection of legs on the ground, the body will descend with respect
to some of the legs and rise with respect to others, redistributing the oil amongst
their actuators, but all of the feet will continue to support equal weight on the
ground. Only minor frictional forces will resist the tip.

The lifting force provided by such a set of legs is equal to the sum of the lifting
forces of the individual legs. This composite force can be thought of as a single
force located at the geometric center of the positions of the feet involved in the
parallel lifting set. Thus if two legs connected in parallel are lifting the machine,
they behave like a single leg located midway between them, and if three connected
in parallel are lifting the machine, they behave like a single virtual leg located at the
center of the triangle formed by their feet. For a six-legged system, at most four legs
can safely be connected in parallel, because two others must remain independent
to retain the balance of the machine. If all weight-bearing legs are connected in
parallel, the machine will tip over.

This load-sharing mechanism is remarkably useful. We often raise the machine
off the ground by connecting the three left legs in parallel and driving them down-
ward. Because of the parallel connection, they all remain in contact with the ground
and share the load equally. lBy considering them as a single virtual leg at the loca-
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tion of the center one, it is easy to see that the front and rear legs on the other side
machine, which are locked in position, must take up unequal loads to compensate

for any fore and aft imbalance of the machine. We also sometimes tuck the center

legs up and out of the way and use the two front legs or two rear legs to lift the
machine, using the pair at the other end to control sideways tipping. The virtual

leg concept makes it easy to see that this connection is equivalent to providing a
tripod of support. We can also do a four-legged push-up, as shown in Figure 10, in
which case, remarkably enough, the load on each of the six legs is approximately
equal!

This load-sharing property of the parallel connection can create problems as
well. The most significant of these we hav- come to call the "foot staxiip." To see
how this comes about, consider a situation starting with an elevated center leg and
weight-supporting fore and aft legs on one side of the machine. Now suppose that
the valves for vertical control of all the legs on that side are suddenly switched so
as to connect the actuators of the two weight-supporting legs in parallel with those
of the elevated leg. Because the load must be equal on all legs in a parallel circuit,
the weight-supporting legs move up quickly as the body falls, and the elevated leg
drops down very rapidly, striking the ground with substantial force. The body of
the machine also drops. though of course by a lesser amount. No one has yet been
hurt when this occurs, but the very rapid leg motion that results is a potential
danger of the parallel connection. Our programs avoid the foot stamp by using
leg loading data to determine which legs are elevated and must not share parallel
circuits with loaded legs.

The result of connecting hydraulic actuators in parallel is very like the result
obtained for the back wheels of an automobile by the differential gear in the back
axle. Like the hydraulic actuators in parallel, the differential gear makes the force
generated by each wheel be the same, regardless of their rates of rotation, thus
producing a virtual drive force mid-way between the wheels. When the automobile
goes around a corner, requiring one wheel to turn more rapidly than the other, the
differential gear permits the wheels to accommodate to the needs of the ground.
When one wheel loses traction, in snow for example, the other cannot drive the
vehicle forward. Paraflel connections of hydraulic actuators permit load sharing
when it is appropriate, but with simple valves the load sharing can easily be disabled
when necessary.

PARALLEL RATHER THAN SERIES DRIVE

In retrospect, I wish I had used a parallel hydraulic connection for the right
and left side leg drive motion instead of a series connection. Whereas the series
connection provides that the feet move aft at the same rate, regardless of the drive
force required, the parallel connection would provide for an equal sharing of the
required drive forces, permitting minor accommodation of the motion to equalize the
drive forces. The coordinated motion of the feet would be provided by the ground
on which they rest; there is really no need to provide an additional mechanism
to synchronize leg motion. Rather, one wishes to have the legs share the drive
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force equally, assuming neone of them slip. I would, thus, have made three parallel
drive circuits, one for the fore and aft motion of the right legs, one for the fore
and aft motion of the left legs, and one for the sideways motion of all legs. Such a
connection provides cxactly three drive circuits that correspond to the three degrees
of freedom involved in motion across a plane surface.

There are two weaknesses in this parallel design. First, should a leg slip, all legs
will loose traction. It would be a prime objective of the coinputi., to detect slipping
legs and remove them from the parallel drive circuit. The existing programs do this
for sideways motion quite effectively by switching legs into the parallel drive only
when they bear a good deal of weight. Lightly loaded legs are permitted to coast.
I believe that the problem of leg slipping could easily be handled by a combination
of this leg loading rule and programs to detect leg slipping explicitly.

Unfortunately, the second weakness of a simple parallel connection requires the
use of additional hydraulic components. The rate of motion of a set of actuators
connected in parallel and driven by a common pump depends on how many actu-
ators there are in the set. As more actuators enter the circuit, the average rate of
motion decreases. To obtain smooth motion as actuators are switched into and out
of the circuit, one really wants the oil flow rate to be proportional to the number of
actuators being driven. A hydraulic flow divider can be used to provide a constant
rate of motion even as actuators are switched into and out of use. Flow dividers
are more often used as shown in Figure 11 to provide for synchronous motion of
multiple actuators, but they can also be connected as shown in Figure 12 to provide
for parallel leg drive for a walking robot.

I believe that it is possible to design the drive circuits for a walking robot so that
the parallel connections provide for coordinated motion of the legs in all required
directions. For example, in addition to the lateral drive circuits that can control
forward and sideways motion as well as yaw, other parallel circuits can be used to
control height, tilt and pitch. With such circuits in place, the displacement of a few
variable displacement pumps can provide adequate control for the machine. The
computer need only select which of the legs to include in which of the circuits.

COMPUTERS

The on-board computer is an YIC68000 microprocessor development system. It
is connected to the sensors and to the valves that it actuates by a serial CMOS
digital communication link. There are eight analog to digital converters in the
system, one associated with each leg, one for the uriver station, and one associated
with the engine and pumps. Theie analog to digital converters can be connected to
any of several position and force sensors in each of the legs. To permit a degree of
self test, each leg joint has two independent position sensors. The control switches
on the F-4 handle at the top of the stick and an additional set of buttons from a
telephone dial provide digital signals that the computer can sense. The computer
controls the setting of six valves associated with each leg, each of which has three
possible positions. Although there are twelve valve control bits per leg, only about
a dozen of the combinations make meaningful hydraulic interconnections.
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Three sets of programs have been written. My own code was written in 68000
assembly language, assembled on a V:AX and downloaded into the 68000 over an
RS-232 line. It provided the basic I, 0 routines and a simple form of walking.

Improved code by Mike Ullner, also written in assembly language, has permitted us
to try several different gaits and has improved the manual control of the machine.
In order to explore the problems of independent control of each of the six legs, a

graduate student, Marc Donner, has developed a concurrent programming language
for programming the walking machine '2. This language compiles on the VAX and
downloads into a second on-board 68000 with a larger memory. This language

and Marc's experiments with the machine will be the subject of his dissertation at
Carnegie-.Mellon University 3. When his programs are running, the smaller 68000
handles 1, 0 control of the walking robot, and the larger 68000 operates the walking
algorithm.

We have found a need for considerable feedback from the computer to the driver.
In some early walking experiments we ran the machine in an entirely self-contained
mode without connection to fixed computers or power. We have found, however,
that it is valuable to be connected to terminals during a debugging session, and
thus have equipped the machine with a dual RS-232 umbilical to the terminals. We

have also used a portable TRS-80 terminal held in the driver's lap to give him more
direct indication of what the computers are doing. It is evident from our need for the
computer terminals that we did not include enough computer-controlled operator
feedback. In a new design I would provide a few lights per leg. and perhaps a
computer controlled analog indication for each leg. It would be useful for the driver
to know the load on each leg as well as its current state in the walking cycle. Making
these indicators bright enough to be read in sunlight is obviously important.

The most annoying part of debugging the code for this machine has been the
"leg bump" problem. The mechanical design permits legs to collide and therefore
requires some monitoring by the computer to prevent mechanical damage to the
machine. The simplest forms of these monitoring programs simply stop the opera-
tion of the machine when legs get too close together. The driver must infer which
legs are in trouble from the leg position or by examining the computer terminal.
He uses manual control to separate them.

The hydraulic circuits in this machine make the legs interdependent in several
ways. The most obvious interdependency is the series drive circuit. The series
circuit produces a control interdependency because when one leg in a series circuit
reaches the end of its travel none of the other legs will move until it is removed from
the circuit. Similarly, the parallel connection of actuators that result when several
legs are involved in lifting the machine produces a control interdependency because
oil can flow directly from one such actuator to another. The control computer must
account for the actions of other legs in selecting the action for a particular leg lest
the "foot stamp" problem result. Less obvious is the fact that some combinations
of leg motions require the use of a "hydraulic compensator" to equalize the oil flow
in different parts of the hydraulic circuit. The hydraulic compensator has limited
travel and thus puts arbitrary restrictions on the possible leg motions that are
an annoyance to the programmer. Some combinations of leg motions are simply
impossible because of the nature of the hydraulic circuit and must be avoided by the
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control computer. An improved design would include as few restrictions as possible
to permit algorithms to operate the legs independently.

We have evolved a useful operational rule for who drives the machine. The rule
is: "If you programmed it, you drive it." This rule makes good sense for several

reasons. First, the bumpy ride is distributed among the entire greup so that no

one's posterior suffers unduly. "Posterior" replaces a shorter Anglo-Saxon term to

which some reviewers objected.' Second, the programmer is maximally aware of

the problems with his program. Third, the rule permits enough concentration of

the driving activity to develop a good level of driver skill. And fourth, the rule
provides a simple way to distribute what is. after all, the payoff of the project: that

sense of control one gets when driving a powerful machine. W\e have had a few

guest drivers.

ANECDOTE ,4: Claude Shannon visited, drove a little, observed the machine do-
ing a maneuver that he described as a "pirouette," although a
turn in place that takes a full minute might better be described
otherwise, and offered the following eight lines:

The Trojan Cockroach

fliggledy Piggledy
Ivan E. Sutherland
Built a huge cockroach-twelve
Horsepower clout!

The roach, waxing vengeful for
Massive roach genocide,
Hexapediacally,
Stamped Ivan out.

-Claude E. Shannon
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POSTSCRIPT

I agreed with Marc Donner that I would keep the machine working until August
15 so that he could finish the work required for his dissertation. On August 18 leg
45 bent during a walking session and we decided to "terminate the operational part
of the programi." The machine is currently- serving as a source of parts for another
machine. Stay tuned...
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Machines That Walk
Locomoion on ,Is rCsists Jm ifi , I)I modern C77f)atcnl/

should be able to solve the proble177. Experien77(ts lwith 177chines that

hop indcraii'l can also ilzminate trh c mechansins ofnatural walking

by Marc H. Raibert and Ivan E. Sutherland

any machines imitate nature; a plications. The advantage of legged %c- and the semicolons sequential use. Simi-

familiar example is the imita- hiclks in dillicult terrain is that the, can larlNy, gaits that elevate a single lcg at a
tion of a soaring bird bx the choose footholds to improve traction, to time such as (3:2:1:4:5:6:) and (3:4:2:5:

airplane. One form of animal locomo- minimize lurching and to step over ob- 1;6:) arc useful. A gait that cle ates ses -
tion that has resisted imitation is walk- stacles. In principle the performance of eral legs at once generally makes it pos-
ing. ('an it he that modern computers legged vehicles can be to a great extent sible to travel faster but otfers less sla-
and feedback control systems make it independent of the detailed roughness bility than a gait that keeps more legs
possible to build machines that walk? of the ground. Our objective has been on the ground.
We have been exploring the question to explore the computing tasks involved A second task of a computer program
with computer models and with actual in controlling and coordinating leg mo- controlling a crawling machine is to
hard\are. tions. It is clear that very sophisticated keep the machine from tipping over. If

So far we have built two machines- computer-control programs will be an the center of gravity of the machine
One has six legs and a human driver: its important component of machines that moves beyond the base of support pro
purpose is to explore the kind of loco- smoothly crawl, walk or run. vided by the legs, the machine will tip.
motion displayed h) insects, which does The computer must monitor the loca-
not demand attention to the problem we have indicated, locomotion is tion of the center of gra,,it of the na
of balance. The other machine has only possible with or without dynamic chine with respect to the placement of
one leg and moves bN hopping: it serves balance. The animals that crawl avoid the feet to ensure that the base of sup-
to explore the problems of balance. the need for balance by having at least port is always large enough. For simple
We call the lirst kind of locomotion six legs, of which at least three can al- gaits the geometry of the legs may suf-
crawling to distinguish it from walking, ways he deployed to provide a tripod for lice to keep an adequate base of support.
which does require balance, and run- support. High-speed motion pictures of but for more complex gaits a careftul
ning, which involves periods of flight as insects show that they commonly crawl computation of static stability ma% be
well. Our work has helped us to under- with an alternating tripod gait. critically important.
stand how people and other animals Although a crawling machine that Since many legs share the support
crawl, walk and run. does not need dynamic balance can be of the machine, a third task of the con-

Unlike a wheel, which changes its built with four legs, such a machine trol computer is to distribute the sup-
point of support continuously and grad- performs awkwardly because its weight port load and the lateral forces among
ually while hearing weight, a leg chang- must be shifted at each step to keep the legs. In the tripod gait. of course.
es its point of support all at once and it from tipping over. Satisfactory per- the distribution of the support load is
must he unloaded to do so. In order for formance without active balance calls set by the geometry of the three sup-
a legged system to crawl, walk or run. for at least six legs, since six is the small- porting legs. With more than three
each leg must go through periods when est number of legs that always provide a supporting legs. however, the control
it carries load and keeps its foot fixed on tripod for support even when half of the computer must decide how to manage
the ground and other periods when it is legs are elevated. Several six-legged ma- the distribution of loading in order to
unloaded and its foot is free to move. chines have now been built, each dif- achieve higher-level objectives such as
This type of cyclic alternation between fering in size and in mechanical design. smoothness of ride and minimal dis-
a loaded phase, called stance, and an All of them depend on computer con- lurbance of the ground.
unloaded phase, called transfer, is found trol of the legs. Even when only three legs are sup-
in every form of legged system. As any- A computer program that controls porting the machine, the control pro-
one who has ridden a horse at a trot or a such a machine accomplishes five tasks. gram must distribute the lateral foot
gallop knows, the alternation between First, it regulates the machine's gait, that forces. One way of looking at this task is
stance and transfer can generate a pro- is, the sequence and way in which the to consider that the control system must
nounced up-and-down motion. We be- legs share the task of locomotion. Six- keep the machine from simply doing
lieve legged machines can be built that legged machines work with gaits that isometric exercises against the ground.
will minimize this motion, elevate a single leg at a time or two or The amount of sensing and computation

Our work and related work by others three legs simultaneously. that is needed to distribute the lateral
may eventually lead to the development The simplest gaits involve a regular loads among many legs can be formida
of machines that crawl, walk and run sequence of leg motions. A gait can be ble. We have reduced this burden for
in terrain where softness or bumpiness described by noting the sequence. For the crawling machine we arc building
makes wheeled and tracked vehicles in- example. the tripod gait can be record- by providing passive hydraulic circuits
effective and thus may lead to useful cd as (1.5,3 6,4,2:), with the commas that attomatically distribute the side
indtstrial, agricultural and military ap- designating the concurrent use of legs ways loads.
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A tourth task of the control computer control the placement ot tle legs can puter Aould build an internal digital
is to make sure lhe legs are not drisen be based on the planned future path of model of the terrain Such a model
past the limits of their traiel. The geom- the \chicle. For a \chicle \h ith a human ,,otld hae to account onl) for bump.
etr, of the legs ma\ make it possible for driver the proper placement of each that arc about the si/c of the machine's
one leg to bump into another: if legs can leg requires a prediction of the dri,crs feet or higger. Ituman input to the mod
collide, the computer must limit their commands for the next stance period. el might help in the e.liation o pos
motion to present damage To maxi- .\ fifth task for the control compu-t sible footholds.
mie the usefulnes of each leg its place- er is to choose places for stepping that
ment on the ground mu,,t take into ac- v ill give_ adequate support. On smooth (lne of uis tSutherland) is buildini
count the limits of the leg's, motion and ground the task is cas\. but on tough a six legged. h ,draulicall, dri len
the expected motion of thle machine dur- terrain it ma, hC exceedingl, dillicult craa ling machine. A% gasoline cn'inu

inc that lec's stance period. I or exam- No s\stem has \et been built that ac pro% ides its po\& er and h, draulic ati1t1
ple. if the machine is turning to the right. complishes this task. One can en,, ision a itors mo,,e its legs. I here are six legs.
the for, ard legs should be placed far. lerrain-scanuing s',stem thatl aould str- so that d\ namic balance is not needed
ther to the right so that their sides\,a\s \e\ the ground ahead of the machine A built in microprocessor controls
trael can be accommodated during the and choose likel, footholds. lo make the legs hb switching on or ofl th, als.-

turn For a echicle \Xith aultonomous, use of sutch a scanner the control com that regulate the llo\, ot oil to the h,,

ALTERNATING TRIPOD WAVE GAIT

0 0 0
*oe 0 0 0 0 0©

GAITS OF INSECTS prosided a basis for designing the method of er of this issue. The circles belows each draw ing shosw s hether the cor-
locomotion of the six-legged crmnling machine portrayed on the cot- responding leg is ou the ground or in the air: a filled circle represents

WALK

* 0 0 0 0 0 0

TROT

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GALLOP

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GAITS OF A HORSE represent the kind of locomotion in wahich hal- ground at all times. In the trot and the gallop the animal periodicalli
ance is a factor. In the walk at least two of the hor,,e% legs touch the leases the ground. T' drawings are based on the stop-motion pho-
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drauh. actuators. Sensors in each leg re- each leg. Thus the microprocessor is same amount. Because of the gcomtr,
port its position and the forces acting on free to concentrate on selecting which of the piots this connection pro idcs
it to the microprocessor. lhe machine is legs to use for support and on decid- horizontal leg motion.
large enough to accommodate a human ing where to step next; it does not hase I he horizontal motion can be po"
driscr. s ho controls its spced and direc- to spend time computing the details of cred or unpoa cred depending on the
tion of motion and establishes the tilt leg motion. ralse settings. so that some legs can
of its bod', and its ground clearance. Each leg of the machine can swing serve to drive the machine forsard
lhu s ehicle's design speed is about tw o fore or aft and up or down on the univer- % hile others coast. As legs are placed on
miles per hour. sal hip joint that attaches it to the frame the ground and accept load the) are able

One objecti% c in the design of the % c of the machine. These motions are uxe- to coast forward or backward as dictat-
hile sas to minimi/e the amount of cuted by lengthening or shortening the ed b. the motion of the legs alread\ on
computation required to obtain a cra I- two hydraulic actuators per leg that are the ground and driving. Hence the con-
ing mosement. The hsdraulic circuits arranged in a Vconfiguration above the trol computer does not need to compute
are designed to make the legs moe leg. One setting of the valves provides the precise instant when a leg will touch
along useful paths , ithout attention that oil leaving one actuator will enter the ground or the details of the motion
from the microprocessor, %hich merety the other, so that as one actuator short- required at the time of contact to obtain
selects one of the a\ailable paths for ens, the other actuator lengthens by the a smooth forward motion.

The knee joint of each leg is pow ered
by a separate hydraulic actuator mount-
ed horizontally along the leg. This ac-
tuator can be powered while the leg is
raised in order to position the foot side-

ways for the next step. When the foot is
on the ground, the knee joint must move

0 * * • 0 0 0 0 slightly to match the circular path of the
knee about the hip to the straight path of

* • * * • * * * * the foot on the ground. It is a complex
motion. but it does not call for action b\

a leg touching the ground, an open circle a leg in the air. The alternating-tripod gait always the computer: instead a simple parallel
provides stability. In creeping with a wave gait the insect's adjacent legs move successively. connection of the knee-joint actuators

enables all the knees to accommodate
to the average motion of the vehicle.
An additional hydraulic pump provid-
ed in the system can force a collective
sideways motion of all the knee joints.
making the machine crawl sidewa~s
like a crab.

The human driver of the machine has
three kinds of control. First, he can regu-
late the amount of oil flowing in the sx s-

0 0 0 tern because he can control the displace-
ment of the hydraulic pumps. Separate

0 0 0 0 0pumps arc provided for the legs on the
left and right sides so that the driver can

Asteer by making the machine craw l fast-

er on one side than on the other. Thusettings of the steering contro,:t re rc-

ported to the microprocess .... hat it
can position the feet prope; ,r x-
ample, if the machine is turn, . tc the
right, the front feet must be transferred
to the right and the rear ones to the
left to accommodate to the turn. If the

0 0 0 0 0 machine is walking backward, which is
achieved by reversing the flow of oil. the

0 0 0 0 feet must be transferred backward with
each step rather than forward. As each
foot is lifted from the ground the control
computer picks a target position for it
based on the current rate and direction
of oil flow set by the driver. When a
supporting foot nears the limit of its
travel, the control computer initiates its
lift and transfer to a new foothold. If

any supporting foot actually reaches
the limit of its travel, the microproces-
sor stops the vehicle until that foot can

0 0 0 be lifted from the ground and tran,-
ferred to a new foothold where it has

• 0 0 0 0 0 room to move.
tographs made by Eadweard Muybridge 100 years ago that settled a long-standing debate The second kind of human control of
on whether a horse in a trot leaves the ground. Many other animals also do so in running, the vehicle establishes the attitude and
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SIX-LEGGED MACHINE built by one of the authors (Sutherland) three are always on the ground. Passive hydraulic circuits simplify'
movea by crawling. it does not have to balance. The sixc legs are con- the computing task; a leg that is supporting weight can either be coo-
troiled by a built-i microcomputer. Power cornea from an 18-horse- nected to the drive unit or can coast, being pushed by the ground mc-
power gsoline engine that drives aepairte hydraulic pumps for the cording to the motion generated by the other legs. The diagram at the
lef ad right isp. A hunmn driver steers the machine by making the bottom indicates the position of the legs in a walking cycle, which can
oil low at diferet rates on the two sides. Sensors report the driver's be denoted as (4;2;6;3;5;1;). A solid rectangle represents a leg touch-
commnds oswell/as the psition of each leg and the forces on it to ing the ground and an open rectangle represents a raised leg moving
the microeomputer, which employs the information to choose the or- forward as indicated by the arrow. In the numbered walking cycle
de and path ef leg mtion. Six legs ensure stability because at least the semicolons denote the sequential use of the machine's six legs.
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ground clearance of the machine. The if it stopped suddenlI \xith the center tension, much like a human leg with its
dri\er can set a control that changes the of gras it\ too close to the front legs. In springy muscles and tendons. Fhe spring
,ertical support position for the left and order to understand the greater mobil- is an air c finder in which pressures arc
right feet to make the \ehicle roll left or itN of walking and running systems one controlled with sensors and valves. At
right. Similarly. he can indicate different must both relax the definition of stabili- the bottom of the leg is a small foot.
vertical support positions for front and t. and account for \elocit. in compu- The pivoting motion of the leg is con-
rear feet to make the machine pitch for- ing balance. trolled by a second air-operated actlua-
ward or back. Another control enables It is to study the problem of balance in for that applies torques at the hip hinge.
him to indicate that the sertical support its simplest form that one of us (Raibert) A simple on-off valve controls the leg
positions for all six legs should be raised and his co-workers at (arnegie-NMellon spring, but control of the pivot angle of
or lowered collectivels to change the University have built and demonstrated the leg requires a proportional scrso-
ground clearance of the vehicle. a machine that hops on its single leg and valve, that is. a feedback device that re-

The third kind of human control will runs like a kangaroo, in a series of leaps. sponds in proportion to the strength of
achieve careful placement of the feet The device can be thought of as a com- the signal it receives. Because the mo-
for operation on ser\ rough terrain. We puter-controlled pogo stick. We have ment of inertia of the leg is less than
have not yet decided how to provide this been encouraged by the remarkable It percent of the body's moment of in-
kind of control. A walking truck built simplicity of the balancing algorithm. In ertia the leg can pivot during Ilight
some years ago by Ralph Mosher at the its present form the machine is limited without imparting much motion to the
General Electric Company depended to movement in a single plane, so that it body. The tilt of the bod, is measured
exclusively on manual control of foot can tip over in only one direction, by a gyroscope, enabling the control
placement and was therefore quite tiring The machine has two main parts: a computer to maintain the body in a
to drive. We believe selection of the gait body and a leg. The body provides the level attitude. Other sensors measure
may also be important, but we have main structure and carries valves, sen- the angle of the hip, the length of the
not yet had enough experience to know sors and electronics. The leg is a simple leg, the air pressure in the leg spring.
whether it could be done automatically mechanism that not only changes length the angle between the leg and the ground
or whether human inputs will be needed. along its axis but also pivots with respect and the force of the leg's contact wkith
It is precisely to answer such questions to the body at a hinge called the hip. The the ground.
that we have built the machine, leg bounces on a spring with adjustable Three separate servo-control loops

T he other subject of our attention is
walking and running where balancele- uMBILICAL

plays a role. Until a century ago people COMPUTER COMPRESSED AIR

still debated whether or not a horse in a INTERFACE AND CONNECTION
trot had all its legs off the ground simul- LEG-POSITION TO COMPUTER

taneously. The stop-motion photogra- ACTUATOR

phy of Eadweard Muybridge settled the SERVOVALVE RATE
debate, showing that a horse does leave GYROSCOPE
the ground entirely during a trot. A run-
ning person does so too, as do the dog,
the cheetah and of course the kangaroo.
Such animals not only walk, which re-
quires dynamic balance, but also run, HIP
employing ballistic motions effectively
to increase their rate of travel. HIP-ANGLE

There are two fundamental differen- SENSOR

ces between a crawling vehicle that is AIR SPRING
statically balanced and one that is dy-
namically balanced. The first difference
is in the defi-ition of stability. A crawl-
ing vehicle is stable if its legs provide at
least a tripod of support at all times to
ensure that it does not tip over: a dy-
namically balanced walking or running
vehicle can be allowed to tip for brief
intervals. Motions of the legs and the
body ensure that a single tipping inter- LEG-LENGTH
val is brief and that an adequate base SENSOR

of support is maintained on the aver-
age. For example, a running man touch-
es the ground alternately with his two
legs, providing a base of support for his
body only over time. GROUND-ANGLE ci

The second difference between static SENSOR -

and dynamic balance is in the consider-
ation of speed and momentum. Static LOAD SENSOR-
balance assumes that the configuration
of the supporting legs and the position TWO-I)iNtENSIONAL HOPPING MACHINE serves to study the problems of controlling

motion with balance. The machine normally operate while leaning parallel to a tilted wiall, sep-of the center of gravity are adequate arated from it by a cushion of air; the machine can tip only in the plane defined by the wall. A
to specify stability: it ignores the vchi- computer receive% data from the angle sensors, a pressure sensor and a switch on the foot. If
cle's motion. Stich static computations controls hopping by adjusting the pressure in the pneumatic chamber that functions as a spring.
are not always sufficient. For example. The computer also applies torque between the leg and the body to regulate the angle of the hip.
a fast-moving vehicle might tip forward This angle determines the horizontal displacement of the foot and therefore influences balance.
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HOPPER IN MOTION operates cyclicalls, as all legged s~stenis do; %ide for the next leap. A ground-contact sensor acts as a trigger for
the leg alternates between periods of support and periods of flight, the ertical-control program. The machine also has feedback loops
At the left the machine is about to begin a leap. WA hile it is in the air to control attitude and balance in s) nchrons with the %ertical control.
the leg swings forward at the hip in preparation for the next landing. Like a pogo stick, the machine can balance only while it hops. The
At touchdown the leg spring shortens to its minimun length to pro- hop is like the kangaroo's movement N.lubridge called a ricochet.

regulate the machine. One loop con- distances to compensate for external tween the controllers for balanc and

trols \ertical motion, one balance and disturbances and the errors of pre iotis attitude. Suppose the vehicle is Ira\cling
one hod\ attitude. Each loop is synchro- hops. When the machine is to start run- at a constant horizontal rate and is land-
nized with the basic hopping motion. ning. say to the right, the foot is moved ing with its hod upright. What must the

The first loop controls the height of first to the left to unbalance the vehicle attitude controller do during stance to
the hopping motion. It adds or removes so that it starts to tip in the desired di- maintain the ttpright attitude? It must
energy from the motion in order to rection. Stable running is just like hop- make sure that no torques are general
achieve the correct hopping height and ping in place except that the balancing ed at the hip. Since the foot is fixed on
makes tip for the energy lost during each adjustments supplement large sweeping the ground during stance, the leg must
hop. The height control does both tasks motions of the leg. which are deter- sweep back through an angle in order to
by periodically adding air to or releasing mined by the rate of travel. Stopping is guarantee that the torque on the hip \% ill
it from the main drive cylinder to adjust much like starting except that the ma- be zero while the body moves forward.
the effective tension of the air spring. In chine is made to tip in the direction op- On the other hand, what must the bal-
other words, the height control governs posite to the direction of movement. ance servo do during flight to main-
the timing and the magnitude of the tain balance'" Since the foot must spend
power delivered to the hopping drive "fhe third servo-control loop stabi- about as much time in front of the %chi-
mechanism, thereby achieving the de- Tlizcs the attitude of the body to cle's center of gravity as behind it. the
sired hopping height. When a desired keep it upright. It provides torqutes be- rate of travel and the duration of stance
hopping height has been achieved, most tween the leg and the body while the dictate a forward foot position for land-
of the energy needed for the next hop is foot is on the ground in order to achieve ing that will place the foot in a suitable
recovered from the spring, in which it the desired attitttde during the next spot for the next stance period. Thus
was stored during the previous landing. flight. The effectiveness of this servo during each flight the leg must swsing
As long as the hopping motions are rela- depends on good traction between the forward utnder the direction of the bal-
lively stable the task of managing the foot and the ground. The attitude servo ance servo, and during each stance it
hopping energy of the machine is not that operates when the foot is on the must sweep backward under the con-
particularly difficult. ground shares the hip-drive mechanism trol of the attitude servo: the for\\ard

The second servo-control loop pro- employed by the balance servo that op- and back sweeping motions required
vides for the balance of the machine by crates while the machine is in flight, for running are obtained auttomaticall.
positioning the foot while the machine is Certain subtle details of the change from the interplay of the servo-control
in flight so that the next landing is made from one control mode to the other are loops for balance and attitude.
in a balanced posture. The calculation associated with detecting the start and We are now building a version of the
of the correct foot position takes into finish of each flight. The torquing mech- machine that will balance in three di
accoutnt both the forward speed of the anism must be idle during these events mensions and therefore be able to mose
vehicle and the inclination of the body. lest the foot slip on the ground. around on an open floor. We hase \\rit-
A single computer algorithm for bal- When an animal rims, its legs swing ten and tested a comptter simulation of
ance works when the machine is hop- back and forth throtugh large angles to the motion of such a machine and flate
ping in place, accelerating to a ruin. rtn- provide balance and forward drive. We found that control in three dimensions
ning at a constant velocity, leaping over have foutnd that such swinging motions can be broken down into the same three
objects and slowing to a stationary hop. of the leg do not have to be explicitl> servo-control loops we have described

When the machine is hopping in programmed for a machine but are a Our work in making the one legged
place, the leg and foot arc moved small natural outcome of the interactions be- machine run was greatly aided b\ a
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thought that came to is as we went motion is a trot of the kind common It is the bound that enables the cheetah
along. It was that running can best be among four-legged animals. to sprint at speeds of more than 00t
understood by breaking it down into Two other gaits can similarly be un- miles per hour.
the three parts we have discussed here: derstood by separating the control of
height control, balance control and at- each leg into vertical, balance and body- Ilicient motion over the ground re
titude control. Partitioning the control attitude components. In the gallop the E quires that little energy bc lost dur
into these three parts has made the com- rear legs land slightly sooner than the ing each motion of the machine. We
plex behavior of legs in walking and front ones. The body attitude is allowed have already mentioned how the vcrti-
running much easier to understand. This to change during flight so that a nosc-tp cal motions of legs can be made efficient
insight has led to a fairly simple control attitude is seen as the rear legs touch by storing energy in elastic elements.
system that makes the one-legged ma- down and a nose-down attitude devel- What about fore-and-aft leg motions?
chine balance and run. ops as the front legs take off. The bound At high speeds over the ground the

Our success in this effort encourages is a variation of the gallop in which the legs of a vehicle will have to move for
Lus to think about building dynamic- front legs operate nearly in unison and ward and back quite rapidly. Most of
motion machines with more than one so do the rear legs but the front and the energy expended by a running ani-
leg. We believe the right way to think rear actions arc equally spaced in time. mal goes into generating these leg mo-
about such machines is to focus first on
their up-and-down and balancing behav-
ior. postponing the complications intro-
duced by forward motion. The notion
that hopping is the main activity was
natural to the one-legged machine and
prov.ided an clefctive wa\ to think about
its behavior, but it seems less natural for
machines with several legs. Perhaps it LEG-
seems less natural because we are accus- LENGTH
tomed to seeing animals run and want to SENSOR
understand their behavior all at once.

A fouir-legged machine hopping in
I•place might use any of several se-
quences of leg activity. The simplest
pattern would be to hop simultaneously
on all four legs. It is not hard to imagine
that the same three servomechanisns
that control the one-legged hopping ma- AIR VALVES AIR CYLINDER
chine might control the motion of a
four-legged vehicle in this mode. In fact, IMBAL

the attitude-control loop that keeps
the body upright might be substantially
simpler because of the broader base of
support. When the machine moved for-
ward. the legs would swing together in a
pattern of motion that could easily be
generated by the same control mecha- ELECTRON!C COMPUTER-
nisms as those that serve the one-legged SENSORS INTERFACE
machine. ELECTRONICS

Another possible gait for a four- TWO-AXIS LOW-FRICTION POSITION AND HYDRAULIC
legged machine hopping in one place is GYROSCOPE PISTON VELOCITY ACTUATOR
bouncing on diagonally opposite pairs SENSORS
of feet. Again it does not stretch the
imagination too much to see how one LEG
might separate the control of such a ve-
hicle into a height control, a balance
control and a body-attitude control. The
height control would add energy to the
hopping motion to keep the hopping UMBILICAL: COMPRESSED AIR,
height at the desired level. The balance PRESSURtZED OIL AND- CONNECTION TO COMPUTER
control would position the two raised
legs in such a way as to maintain bal- .
ance. The body-attitude control would
apply appropriate torque to the pair of //
legs on the ground. The attitude and bal-
ance controls would alternate in the use LOAD
of the same leg actuators, as they do in SENSOR
the one-legged machine. Moreover, just . -
as we have found in that machine, for- -

ward motion could easily be accommo- AI)VANCED HOPPING MACHINE now under development is designed to operate in three
dated by moving each raised foot to a dimensions. It is about one meter high, weighs 20 kilograms and is connected to a nearby corn-
forward position chosen to make the av- puter. Compressed air provides the hopping power and regulates the height of hopping. The
erage balance force of the leg zero dur- actuators that position the foot are hydraulic. During Right they position the foot to maintain
ing the next stance period. The resulting balance. When the foot is on the ground, they maintain the machine in an upright body posture.
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I ions In otir one* lcggkcd machine these art is IAno Mulficicllt I adsMCL ancc AIo ao conStitIL CiiOfl a1 it slcgg IVLClt IChll 1ilt
mot ion% arc pro\ ided bs a con c n1tional the const rutiion of adcq ua tc control canl c ram a iai hoiit atic it on 1o 1'i I ak L*
proportional scr\ omcechanisnv In such at ss stcms for legg'-Cd sChiCCS. and so file and in studies (if %kalk~tig and iiinnint-
ss stcm thc kinetic cncrgs Of the lei! as, lCggCd alternatis c for high-miohilits % C- \kith halancc. ss C hCl icsC the C110ort~ till
it sa ings is cm trcl * lost as the Iciz is Iticle's Canl be scrionti'N considered. In - dcrsAnd b1aWlanc Is Jin ih more IM111r
brougltht ito rest miomicntarils at each exs deed. tile I )cfensc Ads anccd Research tant. \ke think [li e sprct ifnti \% it ,i\
trcmc angle. The hopping motion. on Projects Agenc\ is afrcadN sponsoring lcgged craa ers nbak under a at% in our
the other hand, is obtained b\ at sclf-rcs- rcscarch on such \ chiclics. includingi parl- laborator\ and clscak hcrc arc main mlC\
onant s\ stern madc uIP Of thc le, spring tial support for our projct,. crciscs. in thc control of' nttttileI Iegs
and thc mass of thc machine, so that the A second soutrcc of mobilit\ is narroa\ and arc not in thcmnscl es uisc ttil sucht
height scrv o nccd only add or subtract a \\idth: a motores dc can get into plaes craa ~lcrs, %%ill uiltimatcl~ "b e rCrpLcd b%
small amount of encrg\ to maintain the at jeep cannot reach. Narrow\ legged \c- nmachincs a ith fcwcer legs that c~an ball-
hopping height. It is ohs ious that if at hicics can he built. btut the\ w ill ha\ e -inc NMasters% of balance %k Ill he file kc.%
machine with scs.eral legs is to bc made to balancc. at lcast in the sidcss a\ s di- to biliding high- mobilit\ miachiites that
efficient as \\ell as fast. it .%ill have to rection. Ins ols cd as w\c arc both in the %kalk and ruin.
incorporate some kind of sclf-resonant
ssstem for the fore-and-aft motion of
thc lcgs , w\ell. One might design such14 oLi
at mechanism with springs between the ~ o.ItL. A. RYG.
legs to make thc legs oscillate like a tun- MrCHANIVAI. ROMSt.
ing fork at at freqtiencx appropriate to
the vertical bouncing rate. No. 491. 7. Patented Feb. 14, 18;43.

Although we believe we understand
ho\% to huild a fotir-legged machine that
can rtin with any of the common gaits
we havec described, there remain many-
interesting questions associated with
starting and stopping stich a machine
and selecting its gait. We can casilN see
hou to start forward if the machine is A
alrcad& hopping in place. What is mtich
less obv ious is how to coordinate the
transition from a standing start to full[-
speed running. Similarlh. how and when
shotild such a machine change from
one gait to another? A rtunning horse 50
switches its lead as it turns, that is. itA
changes which of the two front legs *q

slightlN precedes the other. What com-r
putations shotild be done to make stich
minor changes in the pattern of leg mo-
tion? We find these problems fascinat-
ing. both as engineering questions in the
form "What should we btuild'!" and as7
scientific qtuestions in the form "How do
living systems work""

A much more difficult problem is how
to choose footholds for the machine.
The function of vision in walking and C
running by people and animals, particti-
larly the ability to choose sensible places
to put the feet, is not well understood.
One can imagine avoiding this prob-
lem by having the machine rtin fast
only over smooth grotind and by hav-
ing some kind of human assistance to
choose a safe path. It will probably be A-
desirable to scan the grotund ahead of_ __

the vehicle for holes. Still, just as a gal-
loping horse runs the risk of stepping
into a gopher hole, so we must cx- JYt c~~/ar'''4"

pect that a running machine will also
get into that kind of trouble.

T he mobility of off-road vehicles is
limited by two factors. First, the

continuous footprint of wheels and MECHANICAL HORSE was the subject of a patent obtained by Lewis A. Rypg in 1893. The
tracks prevents wheeled and tracked ve- lower drawing is a plan; view along the ine .r of Fig. 1. The stirrups doubled as pedials that
hicles from making use of the discontin- were to enable the rider to power stepping motions. Steering was to have been done w ith reins
tious points of support that are available that moved the head and forelegs from side to side. Apparently the machine was never built. it
to a legged vehicle. We arc encouraged would have been similar to many m-4ern walking toys. Since they have no sensing or com-
to think that the state of the computer puting facilities, they cannot adapt to variations in terrain. They only craswl on Rlai surfaces.
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The Hair Cells of the Inner Ear
They are exquisitely sensitive transducers that in human beings

mediate the senses of hearing and balance. A tiny force apphed

to the top of the cell produces an electrical sinal at the bottom

by A.J. Hudspeth

he sense of hearing, the sense of Each hair cell can respond to remark- brate animals. Each bundle consists of

balance that enables human be- ably small stimuli. Hair cells from from 30 to 150 thin, rod-shaped exten-
ings to walk upright, the ability of mammals begin to respond when the tip sions. The extensions are of two kinds;

certain animals to detect vibrations of of the hair bundle is moved no more they are both called cilia but nonetheless
the ground and the ability of fishes to than 100 picometers (trillionths of a me- have quite different internal structures.
detect the displacement of water would ter); this distance is about the same as All but one of the extensions are called
appear to have little to do with one an- the diameter of some atoms. In addition, stereocilia. Stereocilia are cylindrical
other. Actually the four senses are close- recordings from isolated hair cells show or club-shaped organelles with a core
ly related. Indeed, each of them is made that each receptor has one direction made up of tightly packed filaments.
possible by the same sensory receptor. of maximum sensitivity. When the hair The plasmalemma, the surface mem-
The receptor is called a hair cell and is bundle is displaced in any one direction, brane of the cell, extends over the fila-
named for the hair bundle, a group of the cell responds only to the component mentous core of the stereocilium much
fine projections that extend from its up- of motion that is in the direction of max- as the finger of a glove covers the human
per surface. The hair cell is an extreme- imum sensitivity. Along with light mi- finger. The diameter of the stereocilium
ly sensitive mechano-electric transduc- croscopy and electron microscopy re- ranges in different cells from about .2
er, that is, it converts a mechanical force cordings from individual hair cells are micrometer to one micrometer.
into an electrical signal. The mechanical beginning to yield a rich understanding In spite of the term, stereocilia are not
force is the stimulus applied to the hair of the workings of the sensory receptors true cilia. A true cilium, such as the cili-
bundle; the electrical signal is the mes- of the inner ear. Many questions none- um of a sperm cell, has a complex and
sage relayed to the brain. theless remain, among the most intrigu- highly differentiated central structure

Each hair cell is sensitive to only a ing of which is: What is the exact molec- called the axoneme. Most true cilia are
limited range of stimuli. Therefore if the ular mechanism whereby the displace- capable of an independent motion much
organism is to obtain useful information ment of the hair bundle changes the like that of an oar in rowing: the motion
about its environment and about its own electrical properties of the cell and caus- originates in the axoneme. The hair bun-
movements the output from thousands es a message to be sent to the brain? die has one true cilium: the kinocilium.
of receptors must be combined. The req- It is about .25 micrometer in diameter.
uisite number of hair cells are found in 'J"he hair cell is generally either cylin- Like the axoncme of other true cilia, the
several small sensory organs in the inner J. drical or flask-shaped and is always axonemc of the kinocilium consists of
ear. In human beings arrays made up of found as part of an epithelium, a sheet two central tubules surrounded by nine
thousands of hair cells with slightly dif- of cells that is at most a few cells thick. It "doublet" microtubules, pairs of small
ferent sensitivities are found in six or- is closely related to the neuron, or nerve tubes that share a central wall. The kino-
gans in each ear. The combined respon- cell, although it does not have axons or cilium is not, however, capable of in-
ses of the cells yield information about dendrites, the fibers that extend from dependent motion in the hair bundle.
linear acceleration in any direction, neurons and transmit electrical signals At the end away from the main body of
about angular acceleration along three in the nervous system. For this reason the cell it is usually attached to the ad-
perpendicular axes and about acoustic the hair cell is sometimes referred to as a jacent stereocilia.
tones with a wide range of frequencies. paraneuron. In the epithelium where the The arrangement of the cilia in the

The general structure of the hair cell hair cell is found its apical, or upper, end hair bundle is highly regular. The ster-
and the receptor's sensory role have lies flush with the upper ends of the sup- cocilia are in a hexagonal array: each
been known for many years. How the porting cells that surround it. The apical one is surrounded by six others that are
individual hair cell works, however, is ends of the hair cells and those of the equidistant from it. The stereocilia are
only now becoming clear. To examine supporting cells form a smooth surface not of equal length. The hair bundle is
events on the cellular scale I have above which the hair bundle extends. In circular in cross section and along one
worked with single hair cells from the different cells the length of the hair bun- diameter of the circle there is a progrcs-
inner ear of the bullfrog. A microscopic die ranges from about three microme- sive increase in the length of the stereo-
probe is employed to push the bundle ters (millionths of a meter) to more than cilia. Along any axis perpendicular to
back and forth as an electrode records 1N micrometers. that diameter, however, the cilia are the
the cell's electrical output. With this The detailed structure of the hair bun- same length. Thus the hair bundle has
setup I have obtained the first record- die differs among the hair cells of differ- ranks of cilia of equal length that are
ings made from single hair cells during ent species and even among hair cells arranged in order of size. As a result of
the application of a precisely controlled from different organs of the same indi- this arrangement the hair bundle has a
mechanical stimulus directly to the hair vidual. The basic form of the hair bun- plane of bilateral symmetry. In the in-
bundle. die, however, is the same in all verte- tact cell the stereocilia arc not uniform-
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